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INTRODUCTION 

 
 

 

 

This book, designed to follow on from the Senior School Course, Book Two, 

supplies the material for the last two years of the Senior School Course, for pupils of age 

14 – 15+  years. The last term or so of the Course preceding the main examinations is to be 

spent in general revision, (sandhi, vocabulary, English to Sanskrit, etc.), and the practice 

of past papers. 

Exercises should be done in exercise books. 

 

The set texts come from  

a) Verse: verses selected from the Bhagavadgita a. 
b) Prose: selected passages of the Hitopades za from Lanman’s Primer. 

 
The Epic Civilization Course begins at this stage. This course outlines some of the 

main principles embodied in the Sanskrit tradition. The material is studied a little at a time 

through the term.  

 

August 2009 
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IGCSE Vocabulary One 
 

Asterisked words in these IGSE vocabularies need to be known both ways, Sanskrit 

into English and English to Sanskrit. 

 

Nouns: 

gdR : donkey (gdR I female donkey) 

*nr:  man 

*nÅp: king 

pvRt:  mountain 

ÅTy:  servant 

*mr~m\\  death 
*im]m\  friend 

*spR:  snake 

*is,h:  lion 

 

Adjectives: 

*ÃW~) black 

*ivz|l)  large 

 

Verbs: 

*kroit  makes, does 

*gCçit  goes 

*pZyit  sees 

* vit  becomes 

|wte  says 

*vdit  says 

zÅ~oit  hears 

zocit  grieves 

hiNt  kills 
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The Perfect Tense 
 

The perfect is a form of the past tense.  It is often used by someone narrating a 

story. 
 

I.  “Doubling” 
 

The perfect tense is characterized by “doubling.”  The first of these doubled 

consonants is modified: 

For example: 
 

pt\  pp|t 

 

 
 

 “Doubling” occurs according to a few rules. 
 

a.   © Œ  in the first consonant become j b g œ d 
For example: 
 

|w\  b |we 
 

b.  If the vowel of the first consonant is long, it is replaced by a short measure. 

For example: 
 

|w\  b |we 
 

c. k and ˚ in the first consonant become c 
For example: 
 

Ã  ck|r 
 

d. v in the first consonant becomes ø 
 

For example: 

 

vc\  øv|c 

 

first consonant 
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Exercise 1 

 

Write out the words that contain “doubling”: 

 

1. pp|t 
2. m|gR: 
3. øv|c 
4. ddzR 
5. tt\ 
6. zzk: 
7. b Uv 
8. t†| 
9. a vt\ 
10. cukop 
 
II.  Paradigm of the Perfect Tense 

 

Here are the paradigms of the perfect tense.  We shall use as paradigms U for 

parasmaipada and |w\ for a atmanepada endings.  For now we shall learn just the 

first line of each, which is most common. 

 

a. U (parasmaipada) 

 

b Uv 
he, she or it was 

b Uvtu: 
they (dual) were 

b Uvu: 
they (plural) were 

 

 

b. |w\ (a atmanepada) 

 

b |we 
he, she or it spoke 

b |w|te 
they (dual) spoke 

b |iwre 
they (plural) spoke 
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Exercise 2 

 

Write out the above forms without the English. 

 

Exercise 3 

 

Fill in the missing endings.  Write the stem in one colour and the ending in 

another. 

 

b Uv..........

. b Uv..........

 b Uv..........

 

 

 

b |w..........

 b |w..........

 b |w..........
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
INTRODUCTION    
  

 This course attempts to give in simple outline an account of the vision of human 

life and its aim and of creation and its nature, as these are understood by the authors 

and characters portrayed in the great works of the s,SÃt epic tradition such as the  

r|m|y~, the mh| |rt, the øpinwd\,  the  pur|~ and mnuSmÅit.  
  
    The five sections of the course are as follows:   
  
  1.  The constituents of creation  
               ( b/˜n\,  a|Tmn\,  m|y|,  aivƒ|,  aVy ,  mox,  gu~, etc.)  
  
 2.   The causal, subtle and physical worlds  
                ( s,Sk|r,  mh| Uts,  aNt;kr~, etc.)  
  
 3.   The scriptures, sources of authority  
                ( ved ,  SmÅit,  mh| |rt,  r|m|y~, etc.)  
  
 4.   Time and the hierarchy of beings  
                ( yugs,  dev,  devI,  avt|rs, etc.)  
  
 5.   Human life and its purpose  
                ( pu®w|†Rs,  v~Rs,  a|Íms,  yD,  tps\, etc.)  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Two 
 

Nouns: 

*aZv: horse 

*gu®:(m) teacher 

*pu]: son 

pu®w: person 

*puStkm\  book 

tÅR(m)  husband 

|y|R  wife 

m|tÅ(f)  mother 

*m|gR:  road 

*vnm\ forest 

*vIr: hero 

Vy|©//: tiger 

*zr:  arrow 

zzk:  rabbit 

*z|l|  room 

*izWy:  pupil 

*sEink:  soldier 

 

Adjectives: 

*kuipt) angry 

gt)  gone 

dI©R) long 

 

Verbs: 

*ptit  falls 
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III.  Other Verbs in the Perfect Tense 

 

Here is a list of other verbs in the perfect tense, which for now only need to be 

known in the ‘he/she/it’ form: 

 

Ã ck|r made / did 

pt\ pp|t fell 

gm\ jg|m went 

hn\ j©|n killed 

vc\ øv|c said 

dÅz\ ddzR saw 

kup\ cukop was angry 

zuc\ zuzoc grieved 

Íu zuÍ|v heard 

 

Exercise 4 

Translate into English: 

 

1. gdR  øv|c« 
2. pvRto ivz|lo b Uv« 
3. nro ÅTy, b |we mm n s,zy îit« 
4. ÃW~spR: is,h, j©|n« 
5. im], nÅpSy mr~, ÍuTv| zuzoc« 
6. gdR : pu®w, zuÍ|v« 
7. r|mZcukop« 
8. nÅp: puStk, ck|r« 
9. Vy|©/: zzk, j©|n« 
10. sEinkoåZv|Tpp|t« 
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IV.  Six Ways of Expressing the Past Tense – Revision  

 

We now know six ways of expressing the past.  gm\ “goes” is used as an 

example: 

 

1. Sm (gCçit Sm) 

2. Imperfect (agCçt\) 
3. –t ending word (gt) 

3. –tvt\ ending word (gtv|n\ uses dhimat endings) 

4. Perfect (jg|m) 

5. Past Passive (agMyt) 

 

Exercise 5  

Translate into English: 

 

1. r|mo vn, gCçit Sm« 
2. t|R |y|RmgCçt\« 
3. pu®w: z|l|, gt:« 
4. Vy|©/o gtv|n\« 
5. zzk: koqr, jg|m« 
6. vn, my|gMyt« 
7. |y|R m|gì gtvtI« 
8. s| gt|« 
9. pu®wO sEinkO b Uvtu:« 
10. izWy| b |iwre« 
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Exercise 6 (extension work only) 

Translate into Sanskrit.  Do not use sandhi.  Use the perfect tense: 

 

1. The hero spoke. 

2. The mother was angry. 

3. The soldier saw the long road. 

4. The pupil made a book for the teacher. 

5. The man, killed by an arrow, fell from the horse. 

6. The two mothers spoke. 

7. The pupils became teachers. 

8. The two sons became soldiers. 

9. The wives spoke. 

10. Ra ama became a husband. 

 

Exercise 7 (extension work only) 

Re-write the above sentences in Sanskrit, this time using sandhi. 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
ULTIMATE REALITY 
 
 What is the ultimate reality?  Of what is creation made?  How does it begin and 
end?  
  

b/̃ n\  and  a|Tmn\  
  
    The Sanskrit scriptures say that in truth there is only  b/̃ n\ and nothing else:  

  
• svì Áe td\ b/˜ » "All this is verily Brahman."  ( m|ˆœUKy ¨pinwd\ v. 2)  
  
    This b˜n\ is pure consciousness, unlimited, the witness of all:  

  
• sTy, D|nmnNt, b/̃  » "Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, Infinity."  

(tEi.rIy ¨pinwd\  2:1:1 )  

  
• ékmev|i tIym\ » "One only, without a second."  ( ç|NdoGy ¨pinwd\ 6:2:1)  

  
• éko dev; svR U tewu gUŒ; svRVy|pI svR Ut|Ntr|Tm| «  

 km|RÎyx; svR Ut|i v|s; s|xI cet| kívlo ingRu~Zc »  

 "One shining deity, hidden in all beings, pervading all, the indwelling  Self of all, 

overseer of all actions, living in everything, the witness,  bestower of consciousness, 

alone, beyond the constituents of nature."    
( Zvet|Zvtr ¨pinwd\  6:11)  
  
  

m|y|  and  aivƒ|  
  

 Somehow, as if at a tiny point in this blissful infinity of  b/̃ n\,  there  

seems to arise the universe and all its goings on, rather like the moving film arising on a 

blank cinema screen, or a mirage over the desert sands.  
  
 This illusion, or dream, of the universe is called  m|y|.  

 Thus, although in reality there is only the one  b/˜n\,  this appearance, like a 

fascinating drama, seems to arise in which each person thinks of him or herself as a 
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separate actor and soon even forgets that it is a play.  

  

 When the universe and the things that happen within it are thought of as being 

real, this is called 'ignorance' ( aivƒ| ).  On the other hand, to know that only  b/˜n\  
exists and that one is in truth that  b/̃ n\ and nothing else, is called 'knowledge' ( D|n ),  

'liberation' ( mox ) or 'realization'.  
  
• aD|nen|vÅt, D|n, ten muÁiNt jNtv; »   "Knowledge is veiled by  

ignorance and thereby creatures are deluded."    ( gvd\ gIt|  5:15)  

  
• n|h, fk|z; svRSy yogm|y|sm|vÅt; « mUŒoåy, n|i j|n|it loko m|mjmVyym\ »  
"I (the Truth) am not revealed to all, as I am veiled by m|y|.  This deluded world knows 

Me not as unborn and unchanging."  ( gvd\ gIt|  7:25)  

  
• a|r|mmSy pZyiNt n t, pZyit kZcn » "All see His play, but no one sees Him."    

( bÅhd|rˆyk ¨pinwd\  4:3:14)  
  

 The aim of human life is to discover that in truth the  b/˜n\, unaffected by the 

appearance of the universe, is our own Self; and that this Self is the Self equally of all.  
  
• aym|Tm| b/̃  » "This Self is b/̃ n\."   ( m|ˆœUKy ¨pinwd\  verse 2)  

  
• t>vmis » "That thou art."   ( ç|NdoGy ¨pinwd\  6:8:7)  
  

aVy   (The Unmanifest)  
  

    Although  b/˜n\  is one, the one Self of all, the illusion ( m|y| ) is full of  

diversity and change.  It also has many levels or stages of existence.  These  

levels range from causal, through subtle, to physical or gross.  
  

 After the first stage, which is  b/̃ n\  itself, arises the Unmanifest (aVy ).  In the 

ever-present  b/˜n\,  the  aVy   lies hidden, unknown and mysterious, but full of 

possibility, like the seed-form in which is concealed a magnificent tree.  This second 

level is sometimes known as  b/˜n\ with its reflection.  In it is contained the next and 

third stage.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Three 
 

Nouns: 

 
apr| : crime, sin offence 

*gÅhm\  house 

icNt| thought, worry 

t®:(m) tree  

blm\  strength 

mÅTyu: (m)  death 

Sv|imn\  master 

 

Pronouns: 

*k: who, what 

 

Adjectives: 

ip/y)  dear 

mht\) great 

sm†R)  capable, fit for (+4
th

, 6
th
, or 7

th
) 

 

Verbs: 

a|h  he/she/it said 

invsit  lives, dwells 

 

Other Words: 

*a]  here 

alm\  enough of (+ 3
rd

) 

îd|nIm\  now 

*év  only, indeed, exactly (emphasises the word in front) 

*kd|  when 

tt:  after that, therefore, hence 

*pun:  again 

yt:  since 

y|vt\ ... t|vt\  as long as ... for so long 
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
 

THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

Part One 

 

1. kiSm"iZc.rO v|ysd"ptI invst:« 2. tyoZc|pTy|in tókoqr|viS@|t;X-speR-  
 
 
,|idt|in« 3. tt: pungR#RvtI v|ysI b/Ute« 4. Sv|imn\« TyJyt|my" tó:« 5. a]  
 
 
y|vT;X-spRSt|vd|vyo: s"tit: kd| icdip n #ivXyit« 6. yt:« 
 

 
duÖ| #|yR| zQ" im]" #ºTyZco.rd|yk:« 

  

 
sspeR c gºhe v|so mºTyurev n s"zy:» 

 
 
t®: tree v|ysI female crow  

v|ys crow 

 
g#RvtI (f) pregnant #ºTy: servant 

d"ptI husband and wife TyJyt|m\  let it be left Ñ.rd|yk‹ answering 

back 

 apTym\ offspring s"tit:  (f) continuation(of 

family) 
s-  with 

koqrm\  hole duÖ‹ wicked 

 
v|s: living 

aviS@|t‹ living zQ‹ deceitful s"zy: doubt 

;X-spR: cobra ˚|idt) eaten b/Ute says 
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THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

Part Two 
 
7. v|yso b/Ute « 8. ip/ye« n #etVym\ « 9. v|r" v|r" myEtSy mh|pr|=:  
 

 
soW:« 10. £d|nI" punnR áNtVy:« 11.v|ySy|h« k@|mnen blvt|  
 
 
;X-speR- s|=R" #v|iNvg/hItu" sm@|R:« 12. v|yso b/Ute« 13. almny|  
 

 
icNty| « 14. yt:« 
  

 
ySy buiåbRl" tSy inbuRåeStu kuto blm \«  

  

 
vne is"ho bloNm.: zzken inp|itt: » 

 
#etVy‹  should be feared áNtVy‹ to be endured buiå: intelligence 

v|rm\ v|rm\  time and   

again 
blvt\  strong inbuRiå‹ one who is 

unintelligent 

soW‹ borne, endured s|=Rm\  along with  

(+ 3
rd

 case) 
kut: from where? 

k@|m how? ivg/hItum\  to fight ÑNm.‹ maddened 

  inp|itt‹ overthrown 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
CREATION AND THE QUALITIES 
 

The Three  gu~  
  

 At level three, nature begins to make herself evident.  This threefold nature is 

described in many ways.  One way to consider this level is as three mighty gods:  b/̃ |,  
the Creator, ivW~u,  the Preserver and  izv (or mhez or  ®ê), the Destroyer.  

  

b/̃ |  is self-created.  He creates the universe by means of the  ved.  The ved  is the divine 

knowledge that is the pattern of all things.  

  

ivW~u, the Preserver, sustains the creation, nourishing and protecting it, sometimes taking 

birth in a human or other form in order to destroy evil and support the good.  

  

izv  dissolves everything back to its essence at the proper time.  

  

  

 Creation is called  sÅi .  Beginning in b/̃ n\,  one level emerges from the level 

before until - at the level of  pÅi†vI  (Earth) - the whole creation stands revealed in all its 

glory.  

  

 The maintenance of this creation in continued existence is called  iS†it.  

  

 The merging of each level back to the one before until only b/̃ n\  remains is called  

fly,  dissolution.  

  

 This threefold process, presided over by the three great gods, repeats  

endlessly time after time.  The only escape from it is by realization of its  

illusory nature and of the true nature of the Self.  
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 The threefold nature of the universe is also described in terms of the three gu~  -  

s>vgu~,  rjogu~  and  tmogu~.  

  

s>v  is light, intelligence and purity.  

  

rjs\  is movement, energy and passion.  

  

tms\  is darkness, ignorance and inertia.  

  

 Everything is composed of these three  gu~  in various amounts: gods and divine 

beings with more  s>v,  men with more  rjs\,  stones with more  tms\  etc. etc.  

  

 In the  gvd\  gIt|,  the Lord  ÃW~  sets out the qualities of food, discipline  (tps\), 
knowledge and action etc, in accordance with the three gu~.  This should be read with 

care.  

  

"The Blessed Lord said:  

  

    ' s>v,  rjs\  and  tms\  are the  gu~  which the law of nature bringeth forth.  They 

fetter the free Spirit in all beings.  

  

    'O Sinless One!  Of these,  s>v,  being luminous, strong and invulnerable, binds one 

by its yearning for happiness and illumination.  

  

    ' rjs\,  engendered by thirst for pleasure and attachment, binds the soul through its 

fondness for activity.  

  

    'But tms\,  the product of darkness, stupefies the senses in all embodied beings, 

binding them by the chains of folly, indolence and lethargy.  

  

    ' s>v  brings happiness,  rjs\  commotion, and  tms\,  which obscures wisdom, 
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leads to a life of failure.  

  

    'O Prince!  s>v  prevails when  rjs\  and  tms\  are overcome;  rjs\  when  s>v  

and  tms\  are overcome;  and  tms\  when it overcomes  s>v  and  rjs\.  
 

    'When the light of knowledge gleams forth from all the gates of the body, then be 

sure that  s>v  prevails.  

  

    'O best of Indians! Avarice, the impulse to act, and the beginning of  

action itself, are all due to the dominance of  rjs\.  
  

    'Darkness, stagnation, folly and infatuation are the result of the domination of  tms\,  
O joy of the  ku®  clan!  

  

    'When  s>v  prevails, the soul on quitting the body passes on to the pure regions 

where live those who know the Highest.  

  

    'When  rjs\  prevails, the soul is reborn among those who love activity;  when  tms\  
rules, it enters the wombs of the ignorant.  

  

    'They say the fruit of a meritorious action is spotless and full of  s>v; the outcome of  

rjs\  is misery, and of  tms\  darkness.  

  

    ' s>v  engenders wisdom,  rjs\  avarice, and  tms\  folly, infatuation and darkness.  

  

    'When  s>v  is in the ascendant, the man evolves; when  rjs\,  he neither evolves 

nor degenerates; when  tms\,  he is lost.  

  

    'As soon as a man understands that it is only the  gu~  which act and nothing else, 

and perceives That which is beyond, he attains My divine nature.  
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    'When the soul transcends the  gu~,  which are the real cause of physical existence, 

then, freed from birth and death, from old age and misery, he quaffs the nectar of 

immortality.'  

  

*    *    *    *    * 

  

    'The food which men enjoy is also threefold, like the ways of sacrifice, austerity and 

almsgiving.  Listen to the distinction.  

  

    'The foods that prolong life and increase purity, vigour, health, cheerfulness and 

happiness are those that are delicious, soothing, substantial and agreeable.  These are 

loved by the  s|i>vk.  

  

    'Those in whom  rjs\  is dominant like foods that are bitter, sour, salt, over-hot, 

pungent, dry and burning.  These produce unhappiness, repentance and disease.  

  

    'The  t|misk love food which is stale, not nourishing, putrid and corrupt, the 

leavings of others and unclean.'  

  

*    *    *    *    * 

  

    'The knowledge, the act and the doer differ according to the  gu~.   

Listen to this too:  

  

    'That knowledge which sees the One Indestructible in all beings, the One Indivisible 

in all separate lives, may be truly called  s|i>vk knowledge.  

  

    'The knowledge which thinks of the manifold existence in all beings as separate  –  

that comes from  rjs\.  
  

    'But that which clings blindly to one idea as if it were all, without logic, truth or 
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insight, that has its origin in  tms\.  
  

    'An obligatory action done by one who is disinterested, who neither likes it nor 

dislikes it, and gives no thought to the consequences that follow, such an action is  

s|i>vk.  

  

    'But even though an action involve the most strenuous endeavour, yet if the doer is 

seeking to gratify his desires, and is filled with personal vanity, it may be assumed to 

originate in  rjs\.  
  

    'An action undertaken through delusion, and with no regard to the spiritual issues 

involved, or to the real capacity of the doer, or to the injury which may follow, such an 

act may be assumed to be the product of  tms\.  
  

    'But when a man has no sentiment and no personal vanity, when he possesses 

courage and confidence, cares not whether he succeeds or fails, then his action arises 

from  s>v.  

  

    'In him who is impulsive, greedy, looking for reward, violent, impure, torn between 

joy and sorrow, it may be assumed that in him rjs\  is predominant.  

  

    'While he whose purpose is infirm, who is low-minded, stubborn, dishonest, 

malicious, indolent, despondent, procrastinating -- he may be assumed to be in  tms\.'  
  

*    *    *    *    * 

  

    'There is nothing anywhere on earth or in the higher worlds which is free from the 

three  gu~  –  for they are born of nature ( fÃit ).' "  

  

    Now read the following conversation between the sages  ivdur  and  mE]ey from the  

ÍImd\  |gvt  pur|~.   Here  ivdur  asks  mE]ey  about the creation of the universe, when 
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the One seems to become many.    

  

mE]ey  replies:  

  

    "O Blessed  ivdur.  The creation, preservation, and dissolution of the universe are all 

divine play.  In the universe, the Self, who is the Self of all beings, appears as many.  

Before creation, and in dissolution, the world exists as one absolute existence, which is 

b/̃ n\.  Then there is neither the seer nor the seen, neither subject nor object.  

  

    "There exists only consciousness itself.  In that consciousness, which is the absolute 

b/̃ n\,  is the power which divides itself into the seer and the seen, the cause and the 

effect.  This power is called  m|y|.  
  

    "God created this universe out of his  m|y|,  the divine power, which consists of the 

three  gu~,  namely  s>v,  rjs\  and  tms\.  This  m|y|, consisting of the  gu~,  is also 

called  aVy   –  which is to say 'nature not yet manifested'.  Mind, intelligence, ego, 

senses, sense organs, subtle elements, and gross elements  –  in short, the whole 

universe  –  are an emanation from the divine  m|y|."  

 

ivdur »  

  

    "Revered master, if that is so, how can God, who is consciousness itself, and 

unchangeable, be called the Creator ?  And why should he create ?  If we say that for 

his pleasure and play he created this universe, we give him feelings like our own.  When 

children engage in play, they are prompted by desire;  but how can God, who is perfect, 

have any desire ?  

  

    "If, as you say, the absolute impersonal God is not really the Creator, but it is his 

power,  m|y|,  which creates, preserves, and dissolves, how can this  m|y|  be associated 

with God ?  Furthermore, man, or the individual spirit, is in reality God, or part of God.  

How does he then become associated with and bound by this  m|y| ?   Man is truly 
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divine.  How then is he ever deluded, and why does he grovel in misery?"  

  

mE]ey »  

  

    "Man, the ever-free Lord, is never bound;  but man's belief that he is bound is  m|y|,  
and, because of this  m|y|,  the unreal appears to be real.  When the moon is reflected on 

the ocean, the waves of the ocean make it appear restless, but in reality the moon is 

steady and calm.  It is the water that is restless.  Similarly, the attributes of the non-Self 

are superimposed upon the Self, and it is the ignorant man who, through m|y|,  
identifies the attributes of finitude and bondage with himself.  But this bondage is never 

in the true Self.  

  

    "When by following the path of renunciation one becomes pure, the grace of the 

divine Self, and devotion to the Lord, and love for him, arise within one's heart.  Then 

does one know himself to be ever free.  In short, when a man loves God, he frees 

himself from all ignorance and from all misery."  

 

ivdur »  

  

    "I thank you, O  mE]ey.  The true nature of God, as well as of man, is consciousness 

itself.  I was puzzled as to why God remains forever free and is the ruler of the 

universe, whereas man finds himself bound.  But now I understand that  m|y|  is the 

servant of God, whereas it is the master of man.  Herein lies the explanation of man's 

bondage.  I also understand how ignorance, which is the cause of all this apparent 

universe, itself is  m|y|.  
  

    "Indeed, here as elsewhere, extremes resemble each other.  The most ignorant man is 

happy, and likewise the most enlightened man -- each in his own fashion.  But those 

who are midway, being neither completely ignorant nor completely enlightened, are 

wretched.  They have realized the ephemeral nature of the world and are dissatisfied 

with its pleasures, yet they do not know of the bliss of God.  
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    "It is only by associating with holy men such as you, O  mE]ey,  and by rendering 

service to them, that men can develop love for the Lord and in the end find in him both 

joy and peace.  

  

    "O most honoured sage, I understand that the universe is a work of the Divine 

Power.  Pray relate the story of Creation, and of how beings and things came into 

existence."  

  

  

mE]ey »  

  

    "Creation, O  ivdur,  has no absolute beginning.  The present universe is but one of a 

series of worlds that are past and of worlds that are to be.  The cosmic energy alternates 

between periods of potentiality and of expression.  The phase of potentiality is known as 

dissolution;  the phase of expression is known as creation.  

  

    "Created things are of different kinds.  The aVy , or cosmic energy, consists of 

three  gu~s.  When the equilibrium of the  gu~s  is disturbed, there are manifested 

universal intelligence, universal ego, the mind, the senses and the organs of sense, the 

subtle principle of the elements, and the elements themselves.  As these combine and 

recombine in various ways, all beings attain to existence.  

  

    "Among these there are  S†|vr,  or stationary beings, such as herbs, shrubs, creepers 

and plants.  They have unmanifested consciousness.  In them sense of touch alone has 

evolved.  

  

    "Then there are the brute species, the animals, in which the sense of smell is highly 

developed.  

  

    "Next comes man.  
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    "Lastly, there are the  devs,  the  iptÅs,  the  gN vRs  and the  ikNnrs.  These are gods, 

demigods, angels, and spirits.  

  

    "All things whatsoever, O  ivdur,  were created by b/˜|."  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Four 
 

Nouns: 

 
apr| : crime, sin, offence 

a|h|r: food 

*dev: god, lord 

*n|mn\(n) name 

 

Pronouns: 

 
*ahm\  I am 

*svR) all (goes like tt\, except neuter singular) 

vt\ you, your honour 

 

Adjectives: 

a†R)  (at the end of a word) for the sake of 

ø )  said, spoken to, addressed 

vÅå)  old, increased 

 

Verbs: 

*aiSt  is 

a|Ste  sits, exists 

*icNtyit  thinks 

 

Other words: 

 
*a†  then, now 

k†m\  how 

*n|m  by name 

svRd|  always 

*fit  towards (+ 2
nd

) 

*yid ... tihR  if ... then 
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THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

 

Part Three 
15. v|ySy|h « 16. k@|mett \« 17. v|ys: k@|yit « 18. aiSt mNdrn|iMn pvRte  
 
 
dudR|Nto n|m is"h:« 19. s c svRd| pzUn|" v=" ivd=|n év|Ste « 20. tt:  
 
 
svRE: pzui#meRlk" ;Tv| s is"ho ivDPt:« 21. dev « ikm@|R" svRpzuv=: iÆyte «  
 
 

22. vymev #vd|h|r|@|R" p/TyhmekEk" pzumupWOky|m:« 23. is"henoÇm \«  
 
 
24. yƒetdi#mt" #vt|" tihR #vtu « 25. tt: p/#ºit p/TyhmekEk" pzumupkiLpt"  
 
 
#áyNn|Ste « 26. a@| kd| icTkSy|ip vºåzzkSy v|sr: p/|Pt:« 27. tt:  
 

 
so÷icNtyt\ «  
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ivd=|n‹ being engaged in ai#mt‹ agreeable 

pzu: animal #áyn\  he, eating 

v=: killing tt: p/#ºit from then onwards 

melk: assembly v|sr: turn 

ikm@|Rm\ why?, for what purpose? p/|Pt‹ arrived 

ÑpWOky|m: we will present k†yit tells 

ivDPt: informed ékEk) one by one 

 ¨pkiLpt) fetched 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
OVERVIEW OF SECTION ONE 
 

s{D|  (Special Names)  
  

Brahman ( b/̃ n\ ) The Absolute.  Truth, One without a second, etc.  
  

A Atman ( a|Tmn\ )  The Self.  The one Self in all.  
  

Maayaa ( m|y| )  Illusion.  The magic that makes the universe seem to be here.  
  

Jn[aana ( D|n )  True knowledge.  The knowledge that 'I am That'.  
  

Avidyaa ( aivƒ| ) Ignorance.  The belief that I am the body, mind, etc.  
  

Sam-saara ( s,s|r )  Lives in the world.  Repeating births in various  bodies.  
  

Mokswa ( mox )   Liberation from bondage in  s,s|r.  
  

Avyakta ( aVy  ) The Unmanifest.  Where everything is stored in seed or causal form.  
  

Veda ( ved )   Knowledge of all things, by which the universe is sung into existence.  
  

Sr rswtti ( sÅi  )  Creation.  Presided over by  b/˜|, the Creator.  
  

Sthiti ( iS†it )  Sustenance.  Presided over by  ivW~u, the Preserver.  
  

Pralaya ( fly )  Dissolution.  Presided over by  izv, the Dissolver or Destroyer.  
  

Gun-aahh ( gu~|; )  The Three constituents of the universe, namely:  
  

Sattva ( s>v )  The quality of purity, intelligence, brightness.  
 

Rajas ( rjs\ )  The quality of activity and passion.  
  

Tamas ( tms\ )  The quality of dullness and inertia.  
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Exercise 8 

I.  Match the word with its definition: 

 

Brahman 

 

 true knowledge 

Sam-sa ara 

 

 creation 

Gun-a ahh 
 

 ignorance 

Tamas 

 

 sustenance 

Moks wa 

 

 knowledge of all 

things 

Pralaya 

 

 the quality of 

goodness 

Jña ana 

 

 the individual self 

Avyakta 

 

 the cycle of rebirth 

Sattva 

 

 liberation 

Avidya a 
 

 the quality of 

activity 

A Atman 

 

 the Unmanifest  

Sthiti 

 

 illusion 

Ma aya a 
 

 three constituents 

Veda 

 

 the quality of 

inertia 

Srrs wtti 
 

 the Absolute 

Rajas 

 

 dissolution 
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Exercise 9 

Choose the word that best fits in the sentence: 

 

1.  The illusion or dream that the universe is real is called ___________________. 

a) brahman b) maaya a c) tamas d) srrs wtti 
 

2.  The second stage of creation is known as ___________________. 

a) srrs wtti b) rajas  c) avyakta  d) veda 

 

3.  According to this system, the aatman and the ___________________ are the same. 

a)jña ana  b) moks wa  c) veda  d) brahman 

 

4.  The three gun-a ahh are  ___________________. 

a) sattva, rajas, tamas b) brahman, a atman, moks wa c) srrs wtti, sthiti, pralaya 

 

5.  The illusion or dream that the universe is real is called ___________________. 

a) brahman  b) maaya a c) tamas d) srrs wtti 
 

6.  ___________________ is the belief in ma aya a. 
a) avidyaa b) tamas c) avyakta d) jñaana 

 

7.  The repeated cycle of birth and death is  ___________________. 

a) ma aya a b) srrs wtti c) sam-sa ara d) avidya a 
 

8.  ___________________ is the quality of goodness and purity. 

a) sattva b) rajas  c) tamas d) brahman 

 

9.  SZiva is responsible for ___________________. 

a) a atman b) sthiti c) pralaya d) srrs wtti 
 

10.  True knowledge is ___________________. 

a) jña ana b) sam-sa ara c) sattva d) avidyaa 
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IGCSE Vocabulary Five 
 

Nouns: 

*a|Tmn\ (m) one’s self 

*kUp: well 

kop: anger 

*jlm\ water 

jIivtm\ life 

hetu: cause, motive 

 

Pronouns: 

aNtr)  another (at the end of a word) 

 

Adjectives: 

Åt)  held 

pIiœt)  distressed 

 

Verbs: 

øpgCçit  approaches 

*it„it  stays, stands 

 

Other words: 

ag/e  in front 

øpir  (+6
th
) on top 

Kv  where 

cet\  if 
dUre \ dUr|t\  far away 

p{c  five 

mNd, mNdm\  slowly slowly 

sTvrm\ quickly 

*smIpe \ smIpm\ (+6
th

) near 
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THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

Part Four 

 
28. ]|shetoivRnIitStu iÆyte jIivt|zy|  « 
 

   

p{cTv" ceÌimXy|im ik" is"h|nunyen me  » 
 
 

29. tNmNd" mNdmupgC¡|im « 30. tt: is"ho ÷ip áu=| pIiwt: kop|.muv|c «  
 

 

31. kutSTv" ivlMBy|gto ÷is « 32. zzko ÷b/vIt\« n|hmpr|å:« 33. pi@|  
 
 
is"h|Ntre- bl|åºtStSy|g/e punr|gmn|y zp@|" ;Tv| Sv|imn"  
 
 
invediytum]|gto ÷iSm « 34. is"h: skopm|h « 35. sTvr" gTv| m|" dzRy «  
 
 

36. Kv|sO dur|Tm| it•it « 37. tt: zzkSt" gºhITv| gM#IrkUpsmIp" gt:« 
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ivnIit: modesty ivlMBy having loitered invediytum\  to inform 
a|z|  with hope 
 

apr|å‹ guilty skopm\ angrily 
 anuny: civility pi@| on the path dzRyit shows 

td\ then zp@|: oath gM#Ir‹ deep 
 aip  for his part a|gmnm\ coming gÅhITv| having grabbed 

áu=\ (f) hunger   
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
PART TWO: THE CAUSAL, SUBTLE AND PHYSICAL WORLDS 

 

Reality  

  

 There is in truth only  b/̃ n\.   

  

m|y|  
  

 Within it, creation arises at intervals like a momentary dream.  Creation, although 

an illusion ( m|y| ), is also a play.  It therefore has structure and order.  This structure is 

threefold, just as its constituents, the  gu~s,  are threefold.  

  

 One way of seeing this threefold structure is in terms of the three states of waking, 

dream and deep sleep.  

  

  

The Three Bodies  

  

 Another way is to consider creation and each individual member of  

creation as having three bodies - Causal, Subtle and Gross (or Physical).   

These three bodies are all composed of  b/̃ n\  or consciousness but at three different 

levels of density, just as the same substance may appear as vapour, liquid and ice.  

  

 In brief, the Causal body is the finest and is  aVy   (Unmanifest), holding the seeds 

of all that comes to exist.  
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 The Subtle body consists of the inner organs of mind (the  aNt;kr~).  

 

 The Physical or Gross body is the body apparent to the senses.  This is inert and 

motivated by the Subtle body.  

  

The Causal Body  

  

 Nothing directly may be known of the Causal world.  In it are the  s,Sk|r, deposits 

laid down by previous actions, often of previous lives.  

  

 pû y  and  p|p  

  

 It should be appreciated that good actions, actions that are constructive and helpful 

to all, produce merit  ( pû y ), leading to the individual's happiness, prosperity and 

advancement.  Bad actions, actions that are destructive and harmful, produce sin ( p|p ) 

leading to misery, poverty and lower forms of being.  How this happens is as follows.  

  

 pû y–s,Sk|r  and  p|p–s,Sk|r  are stored in the Causal heart of a being as traces 

resulting from the qualities of people's actions.  From these arise the good or bad 

tendencies of people and the circumstances or conditions they will meet.    

 
 

The Three-fold Nature of  s,Sk|r  

  

 Thus  s,Sk|r  has three aspects:  

  

(a)  si=t »  The store of  s,Sk|r  from previous good and bad actions.  
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(b)  f|rB  »  The circumstances, fortunate and unfortunate, that a person encounters 

as a result of the 'seeds' in  si=t sprouting forth.  

(c)  iFym|~ » The  s,Sk|r  of the future being produced by the quality of our present 

action.  

  

 Thus one is born in a form and circumstances depending on the quality of the  

s,Sk|r  one has collected over many previous lives.  

 

s,s|r  
  

 This process of continual rebirth over endless ages is called  s,s|r  and continues 

until Self-realization.  

  

ic.  
  

 The  s,Sk|r  is stored in the Causal heart called the  ic.  (not the lump of red flesh 

in the physical body).  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Six 
 

Nouns: 

a‹m\ limb 

*aiGn:  (m) fire 

arˆym\ forest 

øp|y: plan, trick, method 

igir: (m) mountain 

*r|jn\ (m) king 

*r|jpu]: prince 

*r|i]: (f) night 

* lm\ fruit 

mUiwk: mouse 

srs\ (n) lake 

sU]m\ thread, rope, rule, aphorism 

*hSt: hand 

 

Verbs: 

*ixpit  throws, shoots 

*˚|dit eats 

dhit  burns 

*Vy|p|dyit  kills 

SpÅzit  touches 

*l te  finds 

 

Other words: 

at:  hence 

t†|  just so 

ih  indeed, for 
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THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

Part Five 

38. a]|gTy pZytu Sv|mITyuü| tiSmNkUpjle tSyEv p/itibMb"  
 
 
dizRtv|n\ « 39. tto ÷sO dpR|+m|tStSyopyR|Tm|n" iniáPy pÔTv"  
 
 
gt:« 40. ato ÷h" b/vIim « 41. ySy buiåbRl" tSyeTy|id « 42. v|ysI  
 
 
b/Ute « 43. %ut" my| « 44. ktRVyt|" b/Uih « 45. v|yso ÷vdt\ «  
 
 

46. ip/ye« a|sNne sris r|jpu]: sttm|gTy Sn|it « 47. tiSmNp/Stre  
 
 
tdô|dvt|irt" knksU]" c{Cv| =ºTv|nIy|iSmNkoqre =irXyis «  
 
 

fitibMbm\ reflection a|sNn‹ nearby knkm\ gold 
 dizRtv|n\  showed sttm\ always sU]m\   thread 

a|+m|t‹ puffed up Sn|it bathes c{C|u: (f) beak 

dpR: pride p/Str:  rock 
 

=rit places, carries 

buiå: intelligence avt|irt‹ taken off 
 

koqrm\ hole, hollow 

v|ysI  female crow 
 

b/vIim I say a|nIy having brought 

ktRVyt| what is to be done   
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
MIND AND REASON 

 

mh| Ut|in  
  

 Before we can consider the subtle body of mind, we need to know that it is made 

of the five great elements ( mh| Ut|in ) in their original form before they are mixed 

together to form the physical elements that are perceptible to the gross sense organs.  

These primal elements each have a special property of their own.  

  

1. SPACE (or Ether),  a|k|z,  has the property of sound ( zBd ).  

2. AIR,  v|yu, has the property of touch ( SpzR ).  
3. FIRE,  aiGn  (or tejs\ ), has the property of form  ( Âp ).  

4. WATER,  jl, has the property of taste  ( rs ).  

5. EARTH,  pÅi†vI  (or  Uim ), has the property of smell ( gN  ).  

  

 The Subtle body, made of the above elements, consists of the following organs:  

  

buiå 
  

 Reflecting the pure light of the  a|Tmn\  is the organ of reason, called  buiå.  buiå is 

often called the 'Intellect' and it awakens one to discrimination between true and false, 

eternal and non-eternal, good and bad, right and wrong, useful and useless, important 

and trivial, etc. etc.  

  

 The wisdom or reasonableness of a creature will depend upon the clarity of this 

organ of buiå.   This is because buiå is like a mirror reflecting the light of the  a|Tmn\.   If 
the mirror is soiled or covered in dust, it will not reflect properly.  Again, likened to the 

surface of a lake, if the lake is agitated, the reflection will be disturbed, fragmented and 

incapable of a true reflection.  Thus the buiå must be kept pure and still if wisdom and 
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reason are to show themselves.  
  

 To understand the next organ or instrument of mind, we need to know that the 

universe is one single person or whole called  smi  .   But within it are countless lesser 

individuals called  Vyi  .   Each individual  Vyi   thinks itself a separate person.    

  
ah¤|r  
  

 This separation is brought about by an organ called  ah¤|r.    ah¤|r  gives each its 

separate sense of 'I'.  In reality the 'I', the  ahm\,  is the same throughout the whole 

show and is the  a|Tmn\  itself.  
  

 ah¤|r  is this pure universal  ahm\  saying 'I am' about a particular bunch of ideas 

or elements or limbs, even down to a clump of grass.  Once this 'identification' has 

occurred the creature is bound to  s,s|r,  the endless journey of lives in this world of 

pleasant and unpleasant experiences.  Self- realization, or liberation,  mox,  requires 

detachment of identity from this ah¤|r and unity with the pure  ahm\  once again.  

  

mns\  
  

 The lower level of mind is called  mns\,  the organ of thought.  The thought of 

mns\ has two main aspects:  
  

1. s¤Lp » This is mental construction, assumption, opinion and belief.  At its best it 

can be a noble resolve, at its worst an irrational obsession or false idea.  
 

2. ivkLp » This is a doubt, an alternative or objection.  
 

 Thus, using these two functions, the  mns\  can consider the pros and cons of an 

action or subject.  It takes buiå to decide which side is right.  

  

 Only a  mns\  under control of a pure and still buiå is of any use.  
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THE CROWS AND THE SERPENT WITH THE LION, OLD HARE AND THE WELL 

 

Part Six 
 

48. a@| knksU]|nusr-p/vº.E r|jpuóxE: koqre inÓPym|-e ;X-spoR 
 

 

¥ÖVyo Vy|p|diytVyZc « 49. a@| kd| icTSn|tu" p/ivÖe r|jpu]e v|ySy|  
 

 

tdnui•tm\ « 50. t@||nui•te td\vº.m\ « 51. ato ÷h" b/vIim « 
 
 

Ñp|yen ih tTkuyR|ƒNn zKy" pr|ÆmE: « 
 

 

k|Ky| knksU]e- ;X-spoR inp|itt: » 
 
 
 

anusr-m\ seeking for p/ivÖ‹ entered zKy‹  possible 

p/vº.‹ begin anui•t‹ executed pr|Æm: valour 

inÓPym|-‹ being discovered vº.‹ brought about k|kI  she-crow 

Sn|tum\ to bathe kuyR|t\ one may do 
 

inp|itt: killed 
knkm\ gold 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
SENSES, BREATH, AND SUBTLE ELEMENTS 

  

The Senses  
  

 Called the  îiNêys,  there are two sorts of senses:  

  

1.  The senses of knowledge ( D|neiNêys ),  such as seeing, hearing, etc.  

2.  The senses of action ( kmeRiNêys ),  such as speaking, handling, etc.  

  

  

Senses of Knowledge  

  

 Each of the five senses of knowledge arises from a primal element and is in fact a 

subtle sense.  This is how we can see, hear, touch, etc. in dreams without the use of 

physical organs.  

  

 To sense the 'external' world these senses work through gross instruments such as 

the nose, tongue, etc.  Thus the sense of sight works through the physical agency of the 

eyes to reveal the picture of the physical world.  In the same way, hearing works 

through the ears, touch through the skin, taste through the tongue and smell through 

the nose.  

  

 In fact, it is the light of the  a|Tmn\  that shines through the subtle world into the 

physical world and lights up the objects.  The objects (ivwy) are sounds, textures, 

colours, tastes and smells.  
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Senses of Action  

  

 The senses of action ( kmReiNêy ), are also five in number:  

  

1.  Speaking  works through the mouth.  

2.  Grasping  works through the hands.  

3.  Moving   works through the feet.  

4.  Evacuating  works through the anus etc.  

5.  Procreation  works through the organ of generation.  

  

  

The f|~   

  

 Also connecting the subtle with the physical world is the  f|~,  the breath of life 

which animates all things.  In the body this vital force branches into five streams or 

functions:  

  

1.  f|~   is the breath in the mouth and nose.  

2.  ap|n   is the breath that excretes.  

3.  Vy|n   is the breath that permeates the whole body.  

4.  ¨d|n   is the breath that leaves the body at death.  

5.  sm|n   is the breath that digests.  

  

The Physical or Gross World  
  

 The physical world apparent to the senses is formed from the five great subtle 

elements ( mh| Ut ), but mixed in a simple way as follows.  

  

 Each physical element (space, earth, water etc.) is formed from 50% of its 

corresponding subtle element plus 12.5% of each of the other four.  Thus gross earth is 

composed of 50% subtle earth plus 12.5% of each of subtle space, air, fire and water.  
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Circle of Nine Points  
  

 This whole scheme of the eightfold creation with the original  b/̃ n\  is set out in a 

diagram.  It should be remembered that:  

  

(a)  Each level is generated from the level before.  

(b)  Each level is a grosser form.  

(c) But each level is a grosser form of the same b/˜n\ or pure consciousness.  
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Survey of Verbs 
 

I.  Verbal Forms 

So far, we have learnt six verbal forms: 

 

a.  present – expresses action happening now 

b.  future – expresses action that will occur in the future 

c.  past (imperfect) – expresses action in the past 

d.  imperative – expresses commands, both direct and polite 

e.  optative – expresses possibilities, i.e., should, would or might 

f.  perfect – past, often used for narration.  It is distinguished by ‘doubling.’ 

 

Exercise 10 

 

Identify the verbal form being expressed by the following.  The first is done for 

you: 

 

1. vtu - imperative 

2. a v: 
3. ck|r 
4. aiSt 

5. lPSyte 
6. vet\ 
7. al t 
8. kuvRiNt 

9. ivWy|im 
10. b Uvtu: 
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Exercise 11 

 

Translate the following sentences into English: 

 

1. yid nroåiGn, SpÅzet\ tÁRiGnhRSt, dhet\« 
2. r|jpu]oårˆy, gCçtu« 
3. igrO pu®w, lPSy|mhe« 
4. r|}y|, mUiwk|: lm˚|dn\« 
5. nÅpo ÅTySy mr~|Cçuzoc«  
6. vIrO ivz|l|n\ Vy|©/|n\ Vy|p|diyWyt:« 

7. pvRte Sv|mI srs: smIpe invsit« 
8. ahmZv|Tpteym\« 
9. im]|i~ kUp, jl|yopgCçNtu« 
10. kuipt: is,h: spRmzÅ~ot\« 
 

Exercise 12 

 

Translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  We (pl) may go to the house. 

2.  The black horse fell in the forest. 

3.  Eat a fruit! 

4.  The two friends will see a prince. 

5.  The soldiers threw a book. 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
OVERVIEW OF SECTION TWO 
 

s{D|  
  

Antahhkaran-a ( aNt;kr~ )  Inner organ of mind (incorporating  buiå,  mns\ etc.)  

  

Sam-skaara ( sãSk|r )   The essence of an action left as a seed in the ic..  

  

Pun-ya ( pû y )    Merit, the essence of a good action.  

  

Pa apa ( p|p )    Sin, the essence of a bad action.  

  

San[cita ( si=t ) The store of unactivated  sãSk|r in the causal body.  

  

Pra arabdha ( f|rB  )   The circumstances one encounters due to good and bad  sãSk|r.  
  

Kriyamaan-a ( iFym|~ )  The  sãSk|r  of the future being produced by present action.  

  

Mahaabhuuta ani ( mh| Ut|in ) The five great subtle elements.  

  

A Akaasza ( a|k|z )    Space, or ether, the first great element with its property sound  

(zBd).  

  

Vaayu ( v|yu )    Air, the second great element with its property touch  (SpzR).  
  

Agni ( aiGn ) or Tejas ( tejs\ ) Fire, the third great element with its property  form or 

beauty  ( Âp ).  

  

Jala ( jl ) Water, the fourth great element with its property taste  ( rs ).  
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Pr rthivi (pÅi†vI) or Bhuumi ( Uim )  Earth, the fifth great element with its property smell  

( gN  ).  

  

Buddhi (buiå ) Reason, the organ of discrimination, reflecting the light of the  a|Tmn\.  
  

Samaswtti ( smi  )   The universe as a single person or whole.  

  

Vyaswtti ( Vyi  )    The individual acting as a separate unit.  

  

Ahan4kaara ( ah¤|r )  The organ that identifies the  a|Tmn\ with something in creation.  

  

Aham ( ahm\ )    The pure 'I' or 'I am' of the  a|Tmn\.  
  

Manas ( mns\ )    Mind, the lower level that thinks and deliberates.  

  

San4kalpa ( s¤Lp )   Mental construction, resolve, belief.  

  

Vikalpa ( ivkLp )   Doubt, conflicting idea.  

  

Indriya an-i ( îiNêy|i~ )  Senses.  

  

Jn[aanendriyaan-i ( D|neiNêy|i~ ) Senses of knowledge  –  seeing, hearing etc.  

  

Karmendriyaan-i ( kmeRiNêy|i~ ) Senses of action  –  speaking, grasping etc.  

  

Pra an-a ( f|~ )    Vital breath, divides into various functions digesting, excreting etc.  

  

Prakr rti ( fÃit )    Nature.  The whole of creation, unmanifest and manifest  ( Vy  ).     

[This is the three gu~|; and all the levels of inert creation.  It is lit by the light of  pu®w,  

the embodied  a|Tmn\.]  
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Exercise 13 

Match the word with its definition: 
 

antahhkaran-a 

 

 sin 

sam-ska ara 

 

 earth 

pun-ya 
 

 water 

pa apa 

 

 store of unactivated 

sam -skaara 

sañcita 

 

 air 

pra arabdha 

 

 space 

kriyama an-a 

 

 inner organ of 

mind 

maha abhuuta ani 

 

 the circumstances 

one encounters 

a aka as za 

 

 essence of an 

action left as a 

seed 

va ayu 
 

 the five subtle 

elements 

agni / tejas 

 

 merit 

jala 

 

 sam-ska ara of the future 

produced in the present 

prrthivi / 
bhuumi 
 

 fire 
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Exercise 14 

 

Match the word with its definition: 

 

buddhi 

 

 vital breath 

samas wtti 
 

 doubt 

vyas wtti 
 

 thinking mind 

aham-ka ara 

 

 senses of action 

aham 

 

 the individual 

manas 

 

 I am 

sam-kalpa 
 

 the universe as a 

single whole 

vikalpa 

 

 organ of 

discrimination 

indriya an-i 
 

 identification of self with 

something in the creation 

jña anendriya an-i 
 

 nature 

karmendriya an-i 
 

 resolve / belief 

pra an-a 

 

 senses of 

knowledge 

prakrrti 
 

 senses 
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Exercise 15 

 

Choose the word that best fits in the sentence: 

 

1.  Which of these four does not belong with the others? 

a) prrthivi b) pun-ya c) agni d) jala 

 

2.  A belief is known as ___________________. 

a) sam-kalpa b) vikalpa c) manas d) buddhi 

 

3.  According to this system, aham-ka ara is the identification of ___________________ 

with something in the creation. 

a)moks wa b) sam-sa ara c) manas d) aham 

 

4.  Which of these four is not a karmendriya? 

a) speaking b) grasping c) tasting d) evacuating 

 

5.  The store of sam-ska ara is called ___________________. 

a) sañcita b) pra arabdha  c) kriyama an-a d) sam-sa ara 

 

6.  Where is sam-ska ara stored? 

a) buddhi b) sam-cita c) citta d) aham-ka ara 

 

7.  What is pra an-a? 

a) sbreath b)belief c) sin  d) intellect 

 

8.  What ultimately produces bad circumstances for a person in a future life? 

a) maha abhuuta b) pun-ya c) papa d) moks wa 

 

9.  The individual is ___________________. 

a) samaswtti b) vyas wtti c) srrs wtti d) citta 

 

10.  Prakrrti is ___________________. 

a) heart b) mind c) breath d) nature 
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Exercise 16 

Draw the figure of a human body and label the jñaanendriya an-i and the karmendriya an-i: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 17 

 

Using the terms in the box below, describe or draw a diagram of the cycle of  

sam-sa ara: 

 

sam-ska ara sañcita pra arabdha 

kriyama an-a pun-ya pa apa 
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IGCSE Vocabulary Seven 
 

Nouns: 

*Aiw:(m) sage 

*kip: (m) monkey 

*b|lk: boy 

ibœ|l: cat 

*sUyR: sun 

 

Verbs: 

 

kMpte  shakes 

g|yit  sings 

*crit walks 

*jyit conquers 

jIvit  lives 

trit  crosses 

*Tyjit  abandons 

* |vit  runs 

*nmit  bows 

nyit leads 

*pQit reads 

*ipbit  drinks 

*rxit  protects 

rohit  climbs 

*v Rte grows 

*hsit  laughs 
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II.  Principle Parts 

 

We shall now present charts of the principle parts of important Sanskrit verbs, 

arranged according to the order of the ten families, or gan-as.  The principle parts 

are the following forms: 

 

a) root (dha atu) 

b) the present form in active and passive (first person singular) 

c) the future form (first person singular) 

d) the perfect form (first person singular) 

e) gerundive form 

f) infinitive 

g) –t and -Tv| ending forms 

 

The principle parts of the asterisked roots need to be known for Option B IGCSE. 

 

First Family – Standard Examples 

 
root (dha atu) present 

active 

and 

passive 

future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t and  

-Tv| 

*pt\ 
‘fall’ 

parasmaipada 

ptit  
he falls 
pTyte  
he is 

fallen 
 

pitWyit 
he will 

fall 

pp|t 
he fell 

ptnIy) 
to be 

fallen, or 

‘leading 

to a fall’ 

pittum\ 
to fall 

pitt) 
fallen 
pitTv|  
having 

fallen 
 

|w\ 
‘say’ 

a atmanepada 

|wte  
he says 
|Wyte  

it is said 
 

|iwWyte 
he will 

say 

b |we 
he said 

|Wy) 
to be said 

|iwtum\ 
to say 

|iwt) 
said 
|iwTv| 

having 

said 
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Class One – Principal Parts Reference Table 

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*gm\ ‘go’ gCçit/gMyte 
 

gimWyit 
 

jg|m 
 

gNtVy) 
 

gNtum\ 
 

gt) / gTv|  
 

gE ‘sing’ g|yit/gIyte 
 

g|Syit 
 

n/a 

 
gey) 
 

g|tum\ 
 

gIt) / 
gITv|  
 

ij 
‘conquer’ 

jyit/jIyte 
 

jeWyit 
 

ijg|y 
 

jey) 
 

jetum\ 
 

ijt) / 
ijTv|  
 

t< ‘cross 

over’ 

trit/tIyRte 
 

tirWyit 
 

tt|r 
 

tr~Iy) 
 

tirtum\ 
 

tI~R) / 
tITv|R  
 

*Tyj\ 
‘abandon’ 

Tyjit/TyJyte 
 

TyXyit 
 

tTy|j 
 

Ty Vy) 
 

Ty uum\ 
 

Ty ) / 
TyÙ|  
 

*dÅz\ 
‘see’ 

pZyit/dÅZyte 
 

êXyit 
 

ddzR 
 

êWqVy) 
 

êWqum\ 
 

êWq) / dÅÇ|  
 

*nI 
‘lead’ 

nyit/nIyte 
 

neWyit 
 

inn|y 
 

netVy) 
 

netum\ 
 

nIt) / 
nITv|  
 

p| ‘drink’ ipbit/pIyte 
 

p|Syit 
 

n/a 

 
p|nIey) 
 

p|tum\ 
 

pIn) / 
pITv|  
 

* U 
‘become’ 

vit/ Uyte 
 

ivWyit 
 

b Uv 
 

vnIy) 
 

ivtum\ 
 

Ut) / UTv|  
 

*l \ 
‘find’ 

l te/lıyte 
 

lPSyte 
 

le e 
 

lıy) 
 

lB um\ 
 

lB ) / 
lBÎv|  
 

*vd\ 
‘speak’ 

vdit/øƒte 
 

vidWyit 
 

øv|d 
 

vidtVy) 
 

vidtum\ 
 

øidt) / 
øidTv|  

*vs\ 
‘dwell’ 

vsit/øWyte 
 

vTSyit 
 

øv|s 
 

v|snIy) 
 

vistum\ 
 

øiwt) / 
øiwTv|  
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*S†| 
‘stay 

still’ 

itWQit/S†Iyte 
 

S†|Syit 
 

n/a 

 
S†ey) 
 

S†|tum\ 
 

iS†t) / 
iS†Tv|  

kMp\ 
‘shake’ 

kMpte/kMPyte 
 

kiMpWyte 
 

ckMpe 
 

kMpnIy) 
 

kiMptum\ 
 

kiMpt) / 
kiMpTv|  

|v\ 
‘run’ 

|vit/ |Vyte 
 

|ivWyit 
 

d |v 
 

n/a 

 
|ivtum\ 

 

|ivt) / 
|ivTv|  

*˚|d\ 
‘eat’ 

˚|dit/˚|ƒte 
 

˚|idWyit 
 

c˚|d 
 

˚|dnIy) 
 

˚|idtum\ 
 

˚|idt) / 
˚|idTv|  
 

*cr\ 
‘walk’ 

crit/cyRte 
 

cirWyit 
 

cc|r 
 

c|r~Iy) 
 

cirtum\ 
 

cirt) / 
cirTv|  

nm\ 
‘bow’ 

nmit/nMyte 
 

nimWyit 
 

nn|m 
 

nMy) 
 

nimtum\ 
 

nt) / nTv|  
 

jIv\ 
‘live’ 

jIvit/jIVyte 
 

jIivWyit 
 

ijjIv 
 

jIvnIy) 
 

jIivtum\ 
 

jIivt) / 
jIivTv|  
 

dh\ 
‘burn’ 

dhit/dÁte 
 

Xyit 
 

dd|h 

 

d|Á) 
 

dG um\ 
 

dG ) / 
dGÎv|  
 

pQ\ 
‘read’ 

pQit/pQ¥te 
 

piQWyit 
 

pp|Q 
 

pQnIy) 
 

piQtum\ 
 

piQt) / 
piQTv|  
 

rx\ 
‘protect’ 

rxit/rXyte 
 

rixWyit 
 

rrx 
 

rx~Iy) 
 

rixtum\ 
 

rixt) / 
rixTv|  
 

®h\ 
‘ascend’ 

rohit/®Áte 
 

roXSyit 
 

®roh 
 

roh~Iy) 
 

roŒum\ 
 

ÂŒ) / 
ÂŒ\v|  
 

vÅ \ 
‘grow’ 

v Rte/vÅÎyte 
 

vi RWyte 
 

vv R 
 

v RnIy) 
 

vi Rtum\ 
 

vi Rt) / 
vi RTv|  

hs\ 
‘laugh’ 

hsit/hSyte 
 

hisWyit 
 

jh|s 
 

hsnIy) 
 

histum\ 
 

hist) / 
hisTv|  
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Exercise 18 

 

Match the word with its meaning: 

 

vit  has become 

a vt\  he may become 

Ut)  to become 

b Uv  he becomes 

vnIy)  he became 
(imperfect) 

UTv|  let him become 

vet\  is to become 

ivWyit  is become 

Uyte  he became (perfect) 

ivtum\  having become 

vtu  he will become 

 

Exercise 19 

 

Choose the correct form of the two, and then translate the sentence: 

 

1. igir, (ÂŒ\v|, ®Œ\v|) kpy: sroåtrn\« 
2. im]e nÅp|y (g|Syt:, g|iyWyt:)« 
3. Vy|©/o vn, (rrx, rrxu:)« 
4. sUyoR nre~ (dÅWq:, dÅWq|:)« 
5. puStk|in Tvy| (êWqVy|in, piQtum\)«  
6. ( ÅTyo, ÅTyO) nÅp|y|nmt\« 

7. jl, my| kUp|t\ (pInm\, pIn:)« 
8. is,h|å|ivTv| gdR o m|gRe (itWQit, itWqit)« 
9. jIv, (TyÙ|, hisTv|) sEinkO mr~m, gimWyt:« 
10. l|in (˚|dNtu, ˚|dtum\)« 
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IGCSE Vocabulary Eight 
 

Verbs: 

 

a|Pnoit  attains 

*îCçit  wants 

éit  goes  

coryit steals 

j|n|it knows 

j|yte is born 

tudit hits 

*dd|it  gives 

d |it  places 

pÅCçit  asks 

*bÎn|it  binds 

mNyte thinks 

*imlit  meets (+3
rd

) 

im/yte dies 

il˚it writes 

zKnoit  is able (+infinitive) 

zÅ~oit  hears 

*iSnÁit  is fond of (+7
th

) 

Svipit sleeps 
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Principal Parts Reference Tables for Classes Two - Ten 

 

Class Two 

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 
gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

a|s\ 
‘sit’ 

a|Ste/a|Syte 
 

a|isWyte n/a 

 

n/a 

 
 

a|istum\ 
 

a|ist) / 
a|isTv|  
 

îR ‘go’ éit/îRyte 
 

éWyit 
 

îy|y 
 

n/a 

 
étum\ 
 

ît) / îTv|  
 

y| ‘go’ y|it/y|yte 
 

y|Syit 
 

n/a 

 
y|tVy) 
 

y|tum\ 
 

y|t) / 
y|Tv|  
 

hn\ 
‘kill’ 

hiNt/hNyte 
 

hinWyit 
 

j©|n 
 

n/a 

 
hNtum\ 
 

ht) / hTv|  
 

as\ 
‘be’ 

aiSt ivWyit 
 

a|s 
 

vnIy) 
 

ivtum\ 
 

Ut) / UTv|  
 

Svp\ 
‘sleep’ 

Svipit/suPyte 
 

SvPSyit 
 

suWv|p 
 

n/a 

 
SvPtum\ 
 

suPt) / 
suPTv|  
 

*vc\ 
‘speak’ 

vi /¨Cyte 
 

vXyit 
 

¨v|c 
 

n/a 

 
SvPtum\ 
 

suPt) / 
suPTv|  
 

 
Class Three 

 
root (dha atu) present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*d| ‘give’ dd|it/dIyte 
 

d|Syit n/a 

 
d|nIy) 
 

d|tum\ 
 

d.) / d>v|  
 

| ‘place’ d |it/ Iyte 
 

|Syit 
 

n/a 
 

|nIy) 
 

|tum\ 
 

iht) / ihTv|  
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Class Four 

 
root (dha atu) present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

jn\ ‘being 

born’ 

j|yte/jNyte 
 

jinWyte jDe jNy) 
 

jintum\ 
 

j|t) / 
jinTv|  
 

*mn\ 
‘thinks’ 

mNyte/mNyte 
 

m,Syte 
 

mene 
 

m|nnIy) 
 

mNtum\ 
 

mt) / mTv|  
 

 

Class Five 

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active and 

passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*a|p\ 
‘obtain, 

reach 

a|Pnoit/a|Pyte 
 

a|PSyit a|p a|pnIy) 
 

a|Ptuum\ 
 

a|Pt) / 
a|PTv|  
 

*zk\ 
‘being 

able’ 

zKnoit/zK¥te 
 

zXyit 
 

zz|k 
 

zK¥) 
 

z um\ 
 

z ) / 
zÙ|  
 

*Íu 
‘hear’ 

zÅ~oit/ÍUyte 
 
 

ÍoWyit 
 

zuÍ|v 
 

Í|v~Iy) 
 

Íotum\ 
 

Íut) / ÍuTv|  
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Class Six 

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active and 

passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

îw\ 
‘want’ 

îCçit/îWyte 
 

éiwWyit îyew éw~Iy) 
 

éiwtum\ 
 

îWq) / îÇ|  
 

*fç\ 
‘ask’ 

pÅCçit/pÅCç¥te 
 

fXyit 
 

pfCç 
 

pÅCç¥) 
 

fWqum\ 
 

pÅWq) / pÅÇ|  
 

mÅ ‘die’ im/yte 
 

mirWyit 
 

mm|r 
 

mtRVy) 
 

mtRum\ 
 

mÅt) / 
mÅTv|  
 

ixp\ 
‘throw’ 

ixpit/ixPyte 
 

xePSyit icxep xePy) 
 

xePtum\ 
 

ixPt) / 
ixPTv|  
 

iml\ 
‘meet’ 

imlit/imLyte 
 

meilWyit 
 

memel 
 

n/a 

 
 

meiltum\ 
 

imilt) / 
imilTv|  
 

*tud\ 
‘hit’ 

tudit/tuƒte toTSyit 
 

tutod 
 

toƒ) toidtum\ 
 

tuNn) / 
tu>v|  
 

il˚\ 
‘write’ 

il˚it/il<yte 
 
 

lei˚Wyit 
 

ille̊  
 

le̊ nIy) 
 

lei˚tum\ 
 

ili˚t) / 
lei˚Tv|  
 

SpÅz\ 
‘touch’ 

SpÅzit/SpÅZyte 
 

SpXyRit 
 

pSpzR 
 

SpzRnIy) 
 

SpWqRum\ 
 

SpÅWq) / 
SpÅÇ|  
 

 

Class Seven 
root (dha atu) present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

* uj\ 
‘enjoy’ 

uni / uJyte 
 

oXyit bu oj ojnIy) 
 

o um\ 
 

u ) / 
uÙ|  
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Class Eight 

 
root (dha atu) present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*Ã ‘do, 

make’ 

kroit/iFyte 
 

kirWyit ck|r kr~Iy) 
 

ktRum\ 
 

Ãt) / ÃTv|  
 

 
Class Nine  

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*D| 
‘know’ 

j|n|it/D|yte 
 

D|Syit n/a 

 
Dey) 
 

D|tum\ 
 

D|t) / 
D|Tv|  
 

bN \ 
‘bind’ 

bÎn|it/bÎyte 
 

NTSyit 
 

bbN  
 

bN nIy) 
 

båum\ 

 

bå) / bå\v|  
 

 

Class Ten 

 
root 

(dha atu) 

present active 

and passive 
future past 

perfect 

gerundive infinitive -t /-Tv| 

*icNt\ 
‘think’ 

icNtyit 
/icNTyte 
 

icNtiyWyit n/a 

 
icNtnIy) 
 

icNtiytum\ 
 

iciNtt) / 
icNtiyTv|  
 

cur\ 
‘steal’ 

coryit/coyRte 
 

coriyWyit n/a 

 
cor~Iy) 
 

coriytum\ 
 

coirt) / 
coirTv|  
 

*k†\ 
‘tell’ 

k†yit/kÊyte 
 

k†iyWyit n/a 

 
k†nIy) 
 

k†iytum\ 
 

ki†t) / 
k†iyTv|  
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Exercise 20 

 

Translate the following forms without looking at the chart: 

 

1. d|nIy) 

2. suPTv| 
3. ili˚t) 
4. mene 
5. fXyit 
6. icNtyit 
7. jintum\ 
8. hTv| 
9. jDe 
10. ÍUyte 
 

Exercise 21 

 

Translate the following sentences: 

 

1. nÅpo ÅTyen|imlt\« 
2. r|xsEnRrSy |y|R coirt|« 
3. Vy|©/o nÅpSy sU]e~ bå:« 
4. Kv SvPSyis« 
5. izWy|ıy|, puStk, le˚nIym\«  
6. vIro Vy|©/, toidtu, zKnoit« 

7. kuKkurSy n|isky| nrSy hSt: SpÅZyte« 
8. yid ibœ|lO jlimCçet|, tihR t|ıy|, d|nIym\« 
9. n j|yte im/yte v| kd|ict\« 
10. zr, ixPTv| sEinko im/yte« 
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IGCSE Vocabulary Nine 
 

Nouns: 

 

*aNnm\  food 

a|Ím:  hermitage 

*a|Sym\  mouth 

ødrm\  belly 

Aw : bull 

kNy| daughter 

*kuKkur: dog 

*˚g: bird 

g/|m:  village 

jNtu: creature 

Jyoits\ (n) light 

tÅ~m\  grass 

*deh: body 

* nm\ wealth 

*ngrm\ city 

*puWpm\ flower 

b|hu:  arm 

* ym\  fear 

*mÅg:  deer, forest animal 

*r†: chariot 
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Exercise 22 

 

Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit.  Then, write them again using 

sandhi: 

 

1. The bull eats. 

2. The bull eats the grass. 

3. The bull will eat the grass. 

4. The dog stole the food. 

5. The dog stole the food with his mouth.  

6. The dogs stole the food for their bellies. 

7. The boy desires books. 

8. The boy desires to write a book. 

9. The hermitage is gone to by the sage. 

10. The brave soldier is able to kill many demons. 

 

Extension Work 

 

Quiz your neighbour!  Write three sentences in English for your neighbour to 

write in Sanskrit.  Use the asterisked words at the back of your book.  Your 

English sentences should be based on the following structures: 

 

1. subject (doer) - verb 

2. subject (doer) – verb – object (done to) 

3. subject (doer) – verb – object (done to) – instrument (3
rd

 case) 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
PART THREE: THE SCRIPTURES (z|S] ) 

SOURCES OF AUTHORITY 
 
The Truth  
  

 The Vedic scriptures proclaim that, in truth, there is only  b/̃ n\,  which is pure 

bliss, and that the world is an illusion.   

  

The Worldly View  
  

 On the other hand, our senses and mind tell us that the world is real, full of 

separate individuals and productive of pleasure and pain.  

  

Which is Reliable?  
  

 So here is a problem.  Either our senses and mind are telling the truth or the 

scriptures.  Both cannot be equally right.  The question is, "Which do we follow?" or, 

put in another way, "How do we judge the reliability of one proposition against 

another?"  

  

 Let us consider an analogy.  A man tells of a distant country, overflowing with 

gold and other precious metals.  Not having seen it for ourselves, how do we know 

whether to believe him?  

  

 First of all we would form some estimation of the man's character.  Is he honest?  

Does he show the marks of having returned from such a land?  Does he have anything 

to gain by lying to us?  
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Clearing Doubts by Reasoning  
  

 Next, using proper reasoning, we would question him, attempting to satisfy any 

doubts as to such things as how he got there, what it is like, what proofs he could offer, 

what other witnesses there may be and so forth.  

  

 If the traveller stands up to such an examination, we would probably believe him, 

but this would still be mere theoretical knowledge.  

  

Personal Verification  
  

 Only when we follow his directions and go to the distant country ourselves will we 

know fully the truth of his report and be able to benefit from it.  Even if he gives us a 

map, we would still have to tread the route in order to get to the good things he tells us 

of.  

  

 So it is with the scriptures.  To verify their truth we must not only follow their 

reasoning but also their instructions.  

  

 Thus there are three stages: hearing, reasoning (by asking questions and settling 

doubts) and finally following the words and finding out for ourselves.  

  

Scripture the Final Authority  
  

    There is a magnificent body or system of Scriptures in the Vedic tradition,  

all in s,SÃt and mutually supporting one another.  These are the final  

authority of the tradition.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Ten 
 

Nouns: 

ag/m\ top 

*acl: mountain 

a|k|z: sky, ether 

k|m: desire 

*gj: elephant 

*t|rk| star 

dUt: messenger 

*d|nm\ gift 

* Uim: ground 

z]u: (m) enemy 

zBd: sound, voice 

*sů m\ happiness (can also mean happily) 

 

Adjectives: 

*içNn)  cut 

 

Verbs: 

f|Pnoit  obtains 

 

Other words: 

aƒ  today 

anNtrm\  straight away, next 

asO  he 

*ékd|  once, once upon a time 

*tt\  that 

bih: outside (+ 6
th

) 

*yd| ... td|  when ... then 
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
 

The Lion, the Mouse, and the Cat 
 

UNDERLINED WORDS 

 

Ñ.r|p@|:   northern region a|loCy having considered 

iz,r: peak di= milk or yoghurt (n) 

ivÆm: courage m|"sm\ meat 

kNdrm\ cave s"toXy having satisfied 

ai=zy|n‹ sleeping in p/yTn|t\ carefully 

kesr: mane in:srit comes out 

kiZct\ someone or other (m) aát‹ not harmed 

içni. nibbles sivzexm\ especially 

lUn‹ nibbled s"v=Ryit makes happy 

buå\v| having become aware s"crn\ going (m) 

ivvr: hole m|jR|r: cat 

aNtgRt‹ gone outside p/|Pt‹ caught 

al#m|n‹ not finding anNtrm\ after that 

iv=ey‹ to be done Ñpyog: use 

#vtu so be it a#|v: absence 

áu¥‹ insignificant mNd|dr‹ neglectful 

#vet\ might be inrpeá‹ free from need 

nMyte is bowed, overcome ktRVy‹ to be done 

inhNtum\ to kill -vt\ (end of a compound) like 

purSk|yR‹ should be put before p/#u: master 

sdºz‹ equal Sy|t\ would be 
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The Lion, the Mouse, and the Cat 

 

aSTyu.r|p@|e ÷buRdiz,rn|iMn pvRte mh|ivÆmo n|m is"h: « tSy  

 

pvRtkNdrmi=zy|nSy kesr|g/" mUixk: kiZciCçni. « s is"h: kesr|g/" lUn"  

 

bu|| kuipto ivvr|NtgRt" mUixkml#m|no ÷icNtyt\ « ik" iv=eym] « #vtu «  

 

év" %Uyte «  

 

áu¥z]u#RveƒStu ivÆm|Nn s nMyte « 

 

t" inhNtu" purSk|yR: sdºzStSy sEink: » 

 

£Ty|loCy ten g/|m" gTv| di=k-Rn|m| ibw|lo m|"s|ƒ|h|re- s"toXy  

 

p/yTn|d|nIy SvkNdre =ºt: « ttSt‡y|NmUixko bihnR in:srit « ten|sO is"ho  

 

÷átkesr: su," Svipit « mUixkzBd" yd| yd| %º-oit td| td| sivzex" t"  
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ibw|l" m|"s|h|rd|nen s"v=Ryit « a@|Ekd| s mUixk: áu=| pIiwto bih:  

 

s"cr"Sten m|jR|re- p/|Pto Vy|p|idt: ,|idtZc « anNtr" s is"ho yd| kd|  

 

icdip mUixkzBd" n %U%|v tdopyog|#|v|.Sy ibw|lSy|h|rd|ne mNd|dro b#Uv«  

 

ato ÷h" b/vIim « 

    

inrpeáo n ktRVyo #ºTyE: Sv|mI kd| cn « 

    

inrpeá" p/#u"  ;Tv| #ºTy: Sy|ài=k-Rvt\ » 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
VEDAS, SZRUTI, SMR RTI, PURA AN _AS 
 
  

The Eternal  ved  

  

 First among the Scriptures is the  ved .   ved,  from the  |tu  ivd\,  means 

'knowledge' or 'wisdom' ( from the same  |tu ).  This is the knowledge with which the 

creation is formed and by which it is known.  The  ved  has no human author.  It is 

eternal.  

 
Íuit  
  

 Since it was not composed but only 'heard' by men of great purity, it is called  Íuit,  

'that which has been heard'.  Since first being heard, the  ved  has been handed down 

unchanged from generation to generation.  

  

The Three, or Four,  veds  
  

 In the Bronze Age ( |pr  yug ) the great sage  Vy|s  arranged the one  ved into 

three parts, called  s|m,  Ag\  and  yjur\ veds.   There is a fourth part, called the  a†vR  

ved,  often included.  These  veds  are in the form of beautiful, powerful and mysterious 

hymns.  Only much later were they committed to writing.  

  

b/|˜~s  

  

 Included as part of each  ved  are the  b/|˜~s,  giving the rules for recitation of the 
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hymns, legends of their origin and other related matters.  

  

a|rˆyks  and   øpinwd\s  
  

 Part of these  b/|˜~s  are the  a|rˆyks  and   ¨pinwd\s.  

  

 The  a|rˆyks  are discussions for those who have left their homes and taken up 

residence in the forest to study the deeper significance of the scriptures.  They cover 

such matters as the inner meaning of the sacrifices enjoined in the  veds.  

  

 The   ¨pinwd\s  are at the end of the  ved  and therefore known as the  ved|Nt ( ved–

aNt ).  These teach the ultimate knowledge and realization of the supreme  a|Tmn\  or  

b/̃ n\.   There are ten principal  ¨pinwd\s,  beginning with the  Èz|  ¨pinwd\.  

 

Higher and Lower Knowledge  

  

 The knowledge taught in ¨pinwd\s  is known as the higher knowledge.  The 

distinction between the higher and lower knowledge is brought out in  

the following quotations from the  mû œk  ¨pinwd\  and  ç|NdoGy  ¨pinwd\  

respectively:  

 

 n|rd  asked sage  snTkum|r  to teach him.  

  

 snTkum|r  said: "Say what you know; I will say what you do not."  

  

 n|rd  said:  "Lord!  I know  Ag–ved,   yjur\–ved,   s|m–ved,   a†vR–ved,  history and 

tradition called the fifth  ve d,  grammar, ritual, mathematics, astrology, mineralogy, 
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logic, economics, physics, metaphysics, zoology, politics, astronomy, mechanics, fine 

arts.  

  

 "Lord!  Yet these things are but elementary knowledge;  I do not know the Self.  I 

have heard from masters, that he who knows Self, goes beyond sorrow.  I am lost in 

sorrow.  Help me to go beyond."  

  

*    *    *    *    * 

  

 That famous man the householder  zOnk   said to  ai‹rs\ :  "What is it that, when 

known, makes us know everything in the world?"  

  

 ai‹rs\  said:  "Those who know Spirit say that there are two kinds of knowledge, 

a lower and a higher.  

  

 "The lower is the knowledge of the four  veds  and such things as pronunciation, 

ceremonial, grammar, etymology, poetry, astronomy.  The higher knowledge is the 

knowledge of the Everlasting;  

  

 "Of that which has neither tangibility, nor antecedent, colour, eyes, ears, hands, 

feet;  of that which is prevalent everywhere, immeasurably minute, self-evident, 

indestructible, always alive;  of that which the wise name the Source."  

  

SmÅit  

  

 Secondary to the  Íuit  are the  SmÅit.   SmÅit  means 'remembered'.  This refers to 

scriptures which record and pass down the words of great sages.   
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Since these are their own words and not words which originate directly in the Eternal, 

they are not called  Íuit.  Thus the  SmÅit  is secondary in authority to the  Íuit.  

  

 In this category of  SmÅit  is the  gvd\  gIt|,  the Laws of Manu (known  

as  mRz|S]  or  mnuSmÅit ),  the  pur|~s,  the  r|m|y~  and the  mh| |rt.  

  

  

The Six  ved|‹s  
  

 Also included in the category of  SmÅit  are the six  ved|‹s.    These are the limbs 

(a‹) of the  ved  and are the support of the  ved,  as for instance:  zIx|, which deals with 

its pronunciation;  çNds\,  which deals with metre and singing of verses;  Vy|kr~,  the 

science of grammar (by  p|i~in );  and Jyoitw,  the science of astronomy and planetary 

influence.  Others are the meaning of words and ritual.  

  

sU]s  
  

 These sciences are mainly expressed in  sU]s,  very short statements which leave 

out every unnecessary syllable and together set forth a systematic formulation of a 

science.  

  

 There are many other scientific systems in  s,SÃt,  such as medicine, mathematics 

etc.;  and treatises on the arts such as music, architecture and archery.  

  

b/̃ sU]s  
  

 Important among the  sU]  literature are the  b/̃ sU]s.   These show the harmony of 
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the various ¨pinwd\s  in teaching the single truth of the  b/˜n\.  

 

Finally in this section we shall consider something of the contents of the  

most important SmÅit scriptures.  

  

  

1.  The  gvd\ gIt|  
  

 The  gvd\    gIt|.    gvd\  gIt| means the song ( gIt| ) of the Lord ( gvt\ ).   

It is found in the  mh| |rt  and records the conversation between the Lord  ÍI  ÃW~  

and the great warrior  ajRun.  

  

 This conversation takes place on a chariot beween two mighty armies.  The Lord 

explains to  ajRun  why he should fight even against his loved ones, for the  a|Tmn\  of 

each is eternal and cannot be killed.    ajRun  is told that one should always follow one's 

innate duty,  ajRun 's  duty as a warrior being to fight.  However, this duty should be 

pursued with no thought of reward and with no attachment.  

  

 There are 18 chapters, only 700  s,SÃt  verses, in the  gIt|  and everyone should 

read it at least in an English translation.  Many great people have based their lives on 

this one  SmÅit  alone.  

  

2.  mnuSmÅit and  mR  
  

 The Laws of Manu.  This  SmÅit  gives the system of  mR.   mR,  from the  |tu  

Å,  means 'that which upholds'.  mR  is the system by which the creation is justly 

organised.   mR  is the great order of the universe by means of which each fulfills his 
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part in the great play and is rewarded or punished for his good and bad deeds.   mR  is 

the will of the Absolute and cannot be gainsaid.  

  

 The  mRz|S]  of  mnu,  the great lawgiver, states the laws of right and wrong, the 

duties of men of different callings and at different times of life.  Beginning with an 

account of the origin of creation, it ends by saying that when the Self is seen in all and 

all things in oneself then no one could commit wrong (a mR ).  

  

3.  The pur|~s  
  
 The  pur|~s.    pur|~  means 'ancient'.   The  pur|~s  are something like the Old 

Testament of the Jewish and Christian traditions and are supposed to contain the 

following:  

(a)  An account of the creation of the universe.  

(b)  The cycles of dissolution and rebirth of creation.  

(c)  The family lines of deities, sages and prophets.  

(d)  The great cosmic periods of the universe under the supervision of the lawgivers, the  

mnus.  

(e)  The history of the earth and its kings.  
  

 The  pur|~s  also contain many discussions of sages on various topics, especially 

about truth; accounts of various sciences and studies, the stories of the incarnations of  

ivW~u  such as  ÃW~  and many other matters.  In fact they are rather like encyclopaedias 

in verse form.  
  

 There are 18  pur|~s  and they are said to have been composed by  Vy|s,  the 

compiler of the  veds  and teller of the  mh| |rt.   The most famous of the pur|~s  are the  

ÍImd\  |gvt–pur|~  and the  ivW~u –pur|~.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Eleven 
 

Nouns: 

*k|l:  time 

c|p:  bow 

* mR:  righteousness, justice, law 

nOk|  boat 

fZn: question 

*vcnm\ statement 

s|gr:  ocean 

*sodr: brother 

*Hdym\ heart 

 

Adjectives: 

gM Ir)  deep 

*ijt)  conquered, is victorious 

pU~R)  filled with (+3
rd

) 

*bhu)  many 

*zuå)  pure 

*suv~R)  golden 

 

Verbs: 

anugCçit  follows 

pir~yit  dwells, lives 

*fitvdit  replies 

*vsit  dwells, lives 

 

Other words: 

*sh  together with (+3
rd

) 

ivn|  without (+ 3
rd

) 

ai t: around (+ 2
nd

) 
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The Uses of the Case 
Endings: Part 1 

 

I.  The Uses of the First Case: 

 

Exercise 23 

a.  The First Case is used to state the existence of something and its name. 

 

translate: 

1. r|m|y~m\ 
2. sIt| 
3. a|k|z: 
 

b.  In a sentence with an active verb, the First Case is used to identify the ‘doer.’ 

 

4. dUto vn, pZyit« 

5. nroåcl, gCçet\« 
 

c.  In a sentence with a passive verb, the First Case is used to identify the object. 

 

6. a|h|ro ibœ|len dÅZyte« 

7. r|xs| vIre~ Vy|p|idt|:« 
 
d.  The First Case ending is used with U (e.g. vit), as\, (e.g. aiSt) and Ã (e.g. 

kroit) where something becomes, is, or is made into something. 

 

8. pu]O izWy|v vt|m\« 

9. teniwR~| mUiwk: is,h: Ãt:« 
10. aclo mh|n\ aiSt« 
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Exercise 24 
 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 23, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  The dog sees the fire. 

2.  Fire is seen by the dog. 

3.  The demons are conquered by the king. 

4.  The two snakes became angry. 

5.  The man is made into a demon by the sage. 
 

II.  The Uses of the Second Case: 

 

Exercise 25 

a.  The common and general use of the Second Case is in stating the object of an 

active sentence.  Note that in Sanskrit, the position in the sentence does not 

necessarily reveal the object. 

 

translate: 

1. nÅp: sen|mjyt\« 

2. gj: l, ˚|det\« 
3. l, gj: ˚|det\« 
 

b.  The Second Case states the destination of a verb of motion. 

 

4. ÃW~oåjRunmgCçt\« 

5. tO vn|in crt:« 
 

c.  Sometimes there are two words with Second Case endings in a sentence.   

 

6. soåZv, ngrmnyt\« 

7. nÅpo ÅTy, vcnmvdt\ 
 
d.  The Second Case is used with certain indeclinables, e.g. fit (towards) and 

ai t: (around) 

 

8. r|jpu]o Vy|©/, Uim, fit ixpit« 

9. ÅTy| r|j|nmi t: iS†t|:« 
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Exercise 26 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 25, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  The lion eats the soldier. 

2.  The king will shoot an arrow  

3.  The teacher said a statement to the pupil. 

4.  The sage might go home.  

5.  The birds go around the tree.  
 

III.  The Uses of the Third Case: 

 

Exercise 27 

a.  The Third Case carries the sense of ‘by means of.’  Thus the instrument that 

brings about the action is expressed by the Third Case. 

 

translate: 

1. nro hSten|˚|dt\« 

2. Aw : zre~ Vy|p|idt:« 
 

b.  The Third Case is used in the sense of ‘with’, ‘together with’, with or without 

the word sh. 

 

4. r|m: sIty| sh vneåvst\« 

5. Tvy| sh s|gr, gimWy|im« 
6. s nÅp, zuåHdyen|gCçt\« 

7. im]e~ FIœ|im« 
 

c.  The Third Case is used with such words as ivn| ‘without,’ alm\ ‘enough,’ and 

pU~R ‘filled.’ 

 

8. s t] im]EivRn|« 

9. al, vcnE:« 
10. nrSyodrm|h|re~ pU~Rm\« 
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d.  In a sentence with a passive verb, the Third Case is used to identify the 

subject. 

 

11. ngr, sEinken dÅZyte« 

12. gÅh, my| gtm\« 
13. Tvy| gNtVym\« 
 
e.  The Third Case can have the sense of cause or reason.  You would translate 

the Third Case in these circumstances as “because” or “due to.” 

 

14. øp|yen r|xs: ijt:«  

15. icNty| g/|m, Tyj|im« 
 
f.  With ikm\, the Third Case has the sense of ‘what’s the use of.’ 

 

16. ik, |nen« 

17. ik, icNty|« 

 
Exercise 27 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 26, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  The soldier will kill by means of an arrow. 

2.  The elephant may live with the man. 

3.  Enough of fear! 

4.  The mountain is full of golden riches.  

5.  The king is victorious because of righteousness.  
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
THE RA AMAAYAN -A, THE MAHA ABHA ARATA, AND COMMENTARIES 
 
4.  The  r|m|y~  
  

The  r|m|y~  by the poet  v|LmIik.   This is the story of the incarnation of the Lord  

ivW~u  in the Silver ( ]et| ) Age as Prince  r|m.   This should be well known to us and a 

good and full English translation should be read.  There follows a brief account of the 

contents, followed by a note on the spiritual interpretation of the work by the present-

day sage,  ÍI  z|Nt|nNd  srSvtI.  

  

 The story begins with King  dzr†  lamenting his lack of children and deciding to 

perform the horse sacrifice to win the favour of the gods.  This was the greatest of all 

sacrifices.  It failed if a single subject of the king became distressed during the many 

months of ritual.  Only kings and queens could assist at it, and they brought thousands 

of their subjects to stay in the capital city, eager to take part in the mixed scene of self-

denial and festivity.  

  

 Meanwhile, there was concern in the heavenly regions because the king of the  

r|xss  had been destroying and plundering in the three worlds.  This king, named  

r|v~,  had long ago obtained a boon from b/̃ |  –  that he would never be killed by any 

god or celestial  –  and so he regarded himself as indestructible.  However, he had not 

bothered to ask for protection from men, thinking them of little account.  It was 

realised, therefore, by the gods, that they would have to find a man to deal with  r|v~.  

  

 Finally, it was agreed that the great  ivW~u   would save the worlds by incarnating 

himself;  but he would come to earth, not as one man, but as four.  The gods also 

decided to use their powers to create an enormous population of monkeys, who could 
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be available as an army when the time came to deal with the Titans.  

  

 The horse sacrifice having been successfully completed, King  dzr†'s wives gave 

birth to sons.  Of Queen  kOsLy|,   r|m  was born, possessed of one half of  ivW~u 's  

glory.  Of Queen  kEkíyI  was born rt,  with a quarter of  ivW~u 's  splendour.   Queen  

suim]|  gave birth to lXm~  and  z]uÌn,  who shared the last quarter of  ivW~u 's  glory.  

All four turned out to be richly endowed with talents, both in their learning of the  veds  

and in the military arts.  

  

 When it was time for them to marry, it was decided that  r|m  should seek the 

hand of the daughter of King  jnk.   The king had not begotten her, but found her in a 

furrow, when he was ploughing up some sacrificial ground.  He called her  sIt|,  

implying "princess from the earth";  and because of her extraordinary beauty and light, 

King  jnk placed an almost insuperable task before every suitor.   r|m,  however, when 

shown the mighty bow of the celestials, which it took 50,000 men of strength to move 

on an eight-wheeled cart, merely smiled: and proceeded to pick it up, string it and then 

break it in pieces with his hands.  He won his bride, with whom he was deeply in love, 

and the other brothers were married at the same ceremony.  

 

 Soon after this, when the sons were aged 17,  dzr†  decided that as he had been 

king for 60,000 years, he would retire and make  r|m  his regent.  The consecration 

ceremony was about to take place when an evil female servant persuaded Queen  kEkíyI  

that her son,  rt,  should be regent instead of  r|m.  

  

 Now, it had so happened, that long ago, Queen  kEkíyI  had been promised a boon 

by her husband, and she had never claimed it.  Now she determined to hold him to his 

promise.  She demanded that  rt  be enthroned and that  r|m  be sent for 14 years to 

live the life of an ascetic in the forest, living on roots and fruits, and dressed in bark.  
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The king, in anguish, agreed  –  for a  xi]y  was always bound to give any boon asked 

of him.   r|m  accepted his command, and  lXm~  and  sIt|  insisted on accompanying 

him.  Indeed, many of the citizens tried to accompany him, too, for he was already 

deeply loved.  

  

 Shortly after his departure, King  dzr†  died of grief and  rt  became regent, 

though he refused to accept the crown which belonged to r|m.  In fact, he travelled far 

to find  r|m,  to bring him home on the death of their father;  but  r|m  said that he must 

obey the command and stay away for 14 years.  

  

 Events now led  r|m  and  lXm~  into conflict with the Titans, who had been 

persecuting other ascetics in the forest.  In revenge for injury to his sister,  r|v~,  King 

of the Titans, decided he would abduct  sIt|,  and carry her off to his impregnable city 

on the island of l¤| .  At about the same time,  r|m  met the usurped monkey-king and, 

restoring him to his throne, he secured the whole monkey race as allies in his campaign 

against  r|v~.  Although not king of the monkeys,  r|m 's  chief friend among them was  

hnum|n\,  and it was  hnum|n\  who eventually tracked down  sIt|  in captivity.  

  

 The great war between  r|m  and the Titans is recounted in detail;  also sIt| 's  

perfect loyalty to the memory of  r|m,  in spite of  r|v~ 's  threats of what would 

happen if she did not become his wife.  Nevertheless, when  r|v~  was finally destroyed,  

sIt|  had to undergo an ordeal by fire, so that the fire god could testify to her purity.  

Amid much rejoicing, on heaven and earth, the 14 years being ended,  r|m  and  sIt|  

returned to  ayoÎy|  and were enthroned.  This, however, was not the end of  sIt| 's  

suffering;  there was gossip among the citizens that she must have yielded to  r|v~ 's  

embraces in her long captivity, and that she was not now fit to be  r|m 's  wife.  To 

avoid misery among the people,  r|m  sent her to live among the ascetics again, but this 

time, securely under  v|LmIik 's  protection, for she was expecting a child.  
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 After some years of magnificent government and fighting against demons, when 

the earth became peaceful and happy,  r|m  held a great thanksgiving sacrifice.  In the 

course of it, two young men sang at the court the verses of the  r|m|y~,  r|m 's  own 

story, already set down by v|LmIik.   The young men turned out to be  sIt| 's  twin 

sons,  kuz  and  lv, who had been brought up at the hermitage.   r|m  now sent for  

sIt| and publicly acknowledged her virtue;  whereupon the goddess of the earth rose 

up out of the earth, and took  sIt|  in her arms and descended into the earth with her.  

At this moment, blossoms showered from the sky and a great tremor ran through the 

earth.    r|m 's  grief was intense, but  b/̃ |  assured him that they would meet again in 

the heavenly regions.  

  

 Finally, Death visited  r|m  to tell him that although, as  ivW~u,  he could choose his 

lifetime, the task he had come to carry out had been fully performed;  and that he was 

free to return to the heavens when he wished.  Joyfully, he set out for the River  sryU ,  

followed by all the monkeys and thousands of his subjects who wanted to go with him.  

There he ascended to himself, as  ivW~u,  and all who entered the waters of the  sryU  

with him also received homes in heaven.  

  

 Comment from the  z¤r|c|yR  ( ÍI  z|Nt|nNd  srSvtI ):  

  

"In the life of  ÍI  r|m,  as described in the  r|m|y~,  when  sIt|  was lost and no one in 

the camp of  r|m  knew the whereabouts of  sIt|,  r|m sent  hnum|n\  to go south and 

look for her.  Having done so, he reported the exploits  –  that he had met  sIt|  and 

consoled her by giving her  r|m 's  ring, killed a number of  r|xs,  beaten  r|v~  in 

discussion, burned houses in golden  l¤|  and filled everyone with terror.  While he was 

describing all this afterwards to  r|m,  others thought he was being proud and claiming 

all this to himself.  But, at the end, he said, 'My lord, all this was done by your  zi   
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and I was only an instrument.'  

  

 "This episode has a spiritual aspect as well.   r|m  is the  a|Tmn\  in the individual,  

hnum|n\  is the Reason,  r|v~  is the  ah¤|r,  the  r|xs  are lust, anger, greed, 

attachment, avarice etc.   sIt| is the peace which is lost to the individual;  and in the 

search and restoration of peace to the a|Tmn\,  Reason has to play havoc to destroy the  

r|xs  and subdue the ah¤|r.  Thus, Reason ( hnum|n\ ), having established the 

whereabouts of peace (sIt|), goes to challenge  ah¤|r  ( r|v~ ).....  

  

 "They also tried to burn Reason by covering  hnum|n\ 's  tail with rubbish and oil, 

and putting fire to it.  With this fire,  hnum|n\  burned the golden city, which was built by 

the  r|xss.   If Reason is allowed to play, then quite a lot of so-called valuable 

possessions are knocked down.  After the episode, Reason goes to report all this to the  

a|Tmn\, saying that, all through, all this was done, but not by me.  The  a|Tmn\ says, 'But 

I don't do anything, so who did it?'  Reason explains that it is the  zi   of the  a|Tmn\  
which alone gets all this done.  

  

"When the school members, by use of Reason, know that all the work they do is not 

because of their doing, but only through the glory of the Lord, a bliss will appear which 

will strengthen them with further courage and hope, to keep them moving."  

  

5.  The  mh| |rt  
  
 The  mh| |rt  of  Vy|s.   This great epic too should be read in a good and full 

translation.  It is the longest story in the world and deals with the events leading up to 

and the battle itself between the five  p|ˆœv  brothers and the kOrv,  their cousins, that 

ended the previous Bronze Age ( |pr  yug ).  In amongst the story line are a great 

many discussions with sages.  Such passages are much more common in this work than 
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in the  r|m|y~.   Together these two great epics are often known as the 'fifth'   ved,  

since they contain so much of the Vedic teaching, but dressed up as stories to make 

sure that people will always want to hear them.   The very barest bones of the  mh| |rt  

story are as follows:  

  

 The eldest of the  p|ˆœv  brothers,  yuiåi„r  (embodiment of  mR ), loses his 

kingdom through a game of dice to his cousin  duyoR n.  The p|ˆœv  thus have to go into 

exile into the forest where they have various adventures.  On their return from exile,  

duyoR n  refuses to give back the slightest part of the kingdom and this leads to an 

enormous battle which the  p|ˆœv  win, but which wipes out the  xi]y  (warrior) race.  

The Lord  ÃW~  figures prominently in the Epic.  

 

 [Note:  For the purposes of the GCSE Examination, the names, character and significance  

in the story of all the main characters of the  mh| |rt  should be known (e.g. êOpdI,  êo~,  

k~R, etc.) well enough to write a few sentences on each.  The same applies to the   

r|m|y~.]  

  

The Commentaries  

  

 All the  Íuit  and  SmÅit  haved associated commentaries ( |Wy ) by wise and 

learned sages and scholars.  Such commentaries are to make clear the meaning of each 

word of the Scripture and the meaning of any obscure passages.  

  

z¤r  

  
 The most famous of these commentators is  z¤r  –  often known as the a|id  

(first)  z¤r|c|yR,  since he set up a line of great teachers to protect the tradition and its 

message.  This line of  z¤r|c|yR  still exists today.   
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IGCSE Vocabulary Twelve 
 

Nouns: 

c{cu:  beak (f) 

*tIrm\  bank 

dow:  fault 

n|isk|  nose 

*p|d:  foot 

*mTSy:  fish 

ivƒ|  knowledge 

*vÅx:  tree 

zok:  grief 

*SvgR:  heaven 

 

Adjectives: 

*j|t)  born, arisen 

*nIl)  blue 

˙Sv)  short 

 

Other words: 

a : (+6
th
) under 

*aip also 

*îv like, as if 

*t]  there 

t|vt\ for so long, meanwhile, now 

*ÍuTv| having heard 

sů en  happily 
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
 

The Birds and the Apes 
 

UNDERLINED WORDS 
 

nmRd| the river Narmada a -m|]‹ only, merely (at the end of a compound

ÑpTyk| the land at the foot of a a|Ht‹ brought 

z|LmlI a tall, thorny tree with red s"yuÇ‹ provided with 

inimRt‹ made, formed avsIdit becomes disheartened 

nIw: nest amxR: impatience, anger 

Æow: hollow a|loict‹ thought 

pián\ (m) bird invR|t‹ sheltered from the wind 

vxR|: the rains (f) g#R: interior 

pq: garment niNdit blames 

jl=r: raincloud Ñpzm: stopping 

pqlm\ veil z|Nt‹ ceased 

a|vºt‹ covered p|nIyvxR: shower of rain 

n#Stlm\ sky a|®Ä having climbed 

=|r|s|r: downpour #Gn‹ destroyed 

vºiXq: (f) rain a_wm\ egg 

v|nr: monkey ivè|n\\ learned man 

-tle under (at the end of a ÑpdeXqVy‹ to be advised 

aviS@|t‹ standing, placed Ñpidzit advises 

zIt‹ cold aD‹ foolish 

a|tR‹ afflicted S@||nm\ abode, dwelling  

avloKy having seen #/"z: ruin 

#o #o Oh! Oh! yyu: they went (perfect of y|it) 
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The Birds and the Apes 

 

aiSt nmRd|tIre pvRtopTyk|y|" ivz|l: z|LmlIt®: « t] 

 

inimRtnIwÆowe piá-: su,en vxR|Svip invsiNt « a@| nIlpqEirv  

 

jl=rpqlEr|vºte n#Stle =|r|s|rEmRhtI vºiÖbR#Uv «tto v|nr|"St®tle  

 

÷viS@|t|{çIt|tR|NkMpm|n|nvloKy piái#®Çm\ « #o #o v|nr|: «  

 

%Uyt|m\ «  aSm|i#inRimRt| nIw|Zc{cum|]|HtEStº-E: « 

 

hStp|d|ids"yuÇ| yUy" ikmvsId@| » 

 

tCç/uTv| v|nrEjR|t|mxERr|loictm\ « aho « invR|tnIwg#R|viS@|t|:  
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sui,n: piá-o ÷Sm|iNnNdiNt « t†vtu « t|vd\vºÖe®pzm: « anNtr"  

 

z|Nte p|nIyvxeR tEvR|nrEvRºám|®Ä sveR nIw| #Gn|:« tex|" piá-|m_w|in c|=:  

 

pitt|in « ato ÷h" b/vIim « 

    

ivè|nevopdeÖVyo n|ivè|"Stu kd| cn « 

    

v|nr|nupidZy|D|NS@||n#/"z" yyu: ,g|: » 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
OVERVIEW OF SECTION THREE 
 

s{D|  
  

SZa astra ( z|S] )  Scripture (  lit. what is taught)  

  

Veda ( ved ) The knowledge that forms the creation and by  which it is known.  

Manifesting as hymns, it was  compiled into three (sometimes four) sections.  The   ved  

is eternal and of non-human origin.  

  

Vyaasa ( Vy|s )  The Sage who compiled the  ved into sections and   who also composed 

the  mh| |rt,  the  pur|~s  and  the  b/˜sU] etc.  

  

Names of the divisions of the  ved . 

R®k ( Ak\ ) Sa ama ( s|m ) Yajus ( yjus\ ) and   Atharva ( a†vR )  

  

Dhaatu ( |tu )  Seed of a word, e.g.  ivd\,  the  |tu  of  ' ved '.  

  

SZruti ( Íuit )   'What has been heard.'   The   ved,  which is the highest authority, 'the 

word of the Lord' as it were.  This includes the ¨pinwd\s  etc.  

  

Braahman-as ( b/|˜~s ) The more explanatory part of the  veds,  giving rules for 

recitation, legends etc.  

  

A Aran-yakas ( a|rˆyks ) 'Forest discussions' of the  veds'  inner meaning.  

  

Upaniswads (¨pinwd\s ) Explanations of the ultimate truth of the  a|Tmn\ and  b/˜n\.  
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Vedaanta ( ved|Nt )  The teaching of the ¨pinwd\s  [lit.  the 'final part' or 'goal'  ( aNt ) of 

the  ved ].  

 

Vedaan4ga ( ved|‹ )  'The support of the  ved '  (a‹ = limb).  Six sciences  which preserve 

the proper understanding and recitation of the   ved.   Their subjects are: 

pronunciation, metre, grammar, meaning of words, astronomy and performance of 

sacrifices.  

  

Vyaakaran-a ( Vy|kr~ ) Science of grammar.  One of the   ved|‹s.  

Pa an-ini ( p|i~in )  Author of the 4000 or so  sU]|i~  comprising the  Vy|kr~.   In this 

science all words are shown to derive from a few simple  |tus  and an even simpler 

system of   fTyys  (endings).  

  

Smr rti ( SmÅit )  'What has been remembered'.  The teachings of the great sages.  Only 

secondary in authority to the Íuit.  

  

Su utra ( sU] )   A very terse statement which is part of a complete system explaining a 

science.  

  

Brahmasuutra an-i ( b/̃ sU]|i~ ) The system of  sU]s  explaining the harmony of the 

¨pinwd\s  in teaching that oneself is b/̃ n\.  Composed by  Vy|s.  

  

Bhagavadgitaa ( gv%It| ) The 'Song of the Lord', found in the mh| |rt,  recording the 

spiritual discourse between the Lord  ÍI  ÃW~  and the great warrior  ajRun.  

  

Manusmrrti ( mnuSmÅit ) [Also called Dharmaszaastra ( mRz|S] )]  The Laws of Manu, 

setting out the laws of human life according to the universal system of  mR.  
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Dharma ( mR )  'That which upholds', the system of duties, rewards, punishments etc., 

which is the will of the Absolute.  Universal justice, ensuring happiness for all who 

follow the law of their own nature.  

 

Pura an-as ( pur|~s )  'The ancient teachings'.  Eighteen works by  Vy|s dealing with 

creation and dissolution, kings, sages, incarnations etc.  

  

SZrimad Bhaagavatam ( ÍImd\ |gvtm\ )  The most famous  pur|~, dealing especially with 

the life and exploits of  ÃW~.  

  

Raamaayan-a ( r|m|y~ ) The story of  r|m  and his battles with the  r|xss, by the sage   

v|LmIik.  

  

Mahaabha arata ( mh| |rt ) The world's longest epic, by  Vy|s,  telling the story of the 

battle between the  p|ˆœv and the  kOrv  and the events leading to it.  

  

Bhaaswya ( |Wy )  A commentary to a major work.  

  

SZan4kara ( z¤r )  The great philosopher, also known as  a|idz¤r|c|yR, who re-

established the Vedic tradition through philosophic debate and commentaries on the 

principal ¨pinwd\s,  the  gIt|,  the  b/̃ sU]|i~ and other works.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Thirteen 
 

Nouns: 

a‹ulI  thumb 

*a|nNd:  bliss, joy 

*kmRn\ (n) action 

*ggnm\ sky 

gÅ /: vulture 

*cNê: moon 

*jn: person 

dujRn: bad person 

idnm\ day 

*ndI river 

*n|rI lady 

* /|tÅ brother 

*r|Jym\ kingdom 

 

Adjectives: 

*kuzl)  healthy, able 

*©or)  horrible 

* It)  afraid 

ÍeWQ)  best 

 

 

Verbs: 

*a|gCçit  comes 

¨i.WQit  stands up 

*¨*vit arises, is born 

*Fozit  cries out 

 

Other words: 

*aNy) (like tt\) other, another, other than (+ 5
th

) 

pUvRm\ before (+ 5
th
)  
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The Uses of the Case 
Endings: Part 2 

 

IV.  The Uses of the Fourth Case: 

 

Exercise 28 

a.  The Fourth Case is used for the person or purpose to which the action is 

dedicated. 

 

Translate: 

1. s ndI, jl|y gt:« 

2. s| ngre n|y vsit« 
3. ivƒ|yE gu®mgCçm\« 

 

b.  In the act of bowing, the recipient takes the Fourth Case. 

 

4. nro n|yRE nmit« 

5. deveıyoånm:« 
 

c.  In the act of giving, the recipient takes the Fourth Case. 

 

6. nÅpo n, kNy|yE dd|it« 

7. jn|: d|n|NyÅiwıy|, d|SyiNt« 
 
d.  Note that - a†Rm\ has the sense of the Fourth Case ‘for the sake of’ at the end 

of a compound. 

 

8. l|†ì vn, gCç|im« 

9. kuKkuro nrm|h|r|†Rmcrt\« 
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Exercise 29 
 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 28, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  The boy goes to the river for water. 

2.  He makes a house for his wife. 

3.  We shall bow to the king. 

4.  The mother gave her son a fruit. 

5.  For the sake of bliss the food is eaten. (use - a†Rm\ here)  

 

V.  The Uses of the Fifth Case: 

 

Exercise 30 

a.  The Fifth Case is used mainly in the sense of “away from.” 

 

Translate: 

1. n|yRZv|t\ ptit« 

2. ah, ngr|%NtuimCç|im« 
 

b.  The Fifth Case is used when there is fear of something. 

 

3. mm y, ibœ|l|diSt« 

4. b|lko n Ito mr~|diSt« 
 

c.  The Fifth Case is used when there is protection from something.   

 

6. vIr AwIn\ dujRneıyoårxt\« 

7. nr| aGnevRn, rxiNt« 
 
d.  The Fifth Case is used with the words dUre (far away) pUvRm\ (before) and aNy) 

(other than). 

 

8. r|Jy, ngr|d\dUre« 

9. idn|TpUvRm|gCç« 
10. n|NyT l|t\ ik,icdiSt« 
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e.  The Fifth Case states the source of something. 

 

11. kop: k|m|du*vit« 

12. kNy| m|tujR|yte« 
 

e.  The Fifth Case is used to say ‘because of’ or ‘due to.’ 

 

13. kop|Ts kuKkurmtudt\« 

14. zok|dh, mÅto v|im« 
 

Exercise 31 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 30, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  The person fell from the elephant. 

2.  The king is afraid of the demon.  

3.  The man may run far from the city. 

4.  The fruit arises from the tree.  

5.  The lady cried out due to anger. 
 

VI.  The Uses of the Sixth Case: 

 

Exercise 32 

 

a.  The primary use of the Sixth Case is in the sense of possession. 

Translate: 

 

1. ajRunSy /|t| Imo n|m« 

2. mUiwko nrSy lmpZyt\« 
 

b.  The Sixth Case is used to express the verb “to have.” 

 

3. r|xsSy |y|RiSt« 

4. nÅpSy nm|sIt\« 
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c.  The Sixth Case is used with words of direction such as a : (under), ag/e (on 

top of), øpir (above), smIpe or smIpm\ (near to), and bih:(outside). 

 

5. arˆy, gÅhSy smIpe« 

6. nr|vclSy|g/e St:« 
8. r|jpu]o r|JySy bihrgCçt\« 
9. t|rk|ZcNêSyopir« 
 

d.  The Sixth Case is used with ify) (dear to). 

 

10. moR r|D: ify:« 

11. a|h|r: kuKkurSy ify:« 
 
Exercise 33 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 32, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1. The lady’s flower 

2. The elephant eats the man’s food. 

3. The sage has water. 

4. The deer is near the forest. 

5. The son is dear to the mother. 
 

VII.  The Uses of the Seventh Case: 

 

Exercise 34 

 

a.  The Seventh Case indicates the place where something occurs. 

translate: 

 

1. mTSy| ndIwu invsiNt«  

2. vn Aiwrg|yt\« 
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b.  The Seventh Case indicates the time when something occurs. 

 

3. r|]O r|xs| nr|n\ ˚|det\« 

4. tiSmn\ k|le sUyR ø%Cçit« 
 

c.  In the plural, the Seventh Case may have the sense of ‘among.’ 

 

5. nrewu s ÍeWQ:« 

6. jNtuwu is,h: ÍeWQ:« 

 

d.  The Seventh Case is used for the person or thing towards which emotion is 

directed. 

 

7. n|y|ì iSnÁ|im« 

8. miy m| kuipto v« 
 
e.  The Seventh Case is used with sm†R) ‘capable’. 

 

9. kmRi~ izWy: sm†R:« 

10. ivƒ|y|, Awy: sm†|R:« 
 
f.  The Seventh Case can have the sense of ‘into.’ 

 

11. vÅxo nƒ|mptt\« 

12. zro Hdye gCçit« 
 

g.  The Seventh Case may have the sense of ‘concerning’ ‘with reference to’ ‘in 

the matter of’ or ‘about.’ 

 

13. nÅp Aiw, mRe pÅCçit« 

 

h.  The Seventh Case is used with the locative absolute construction. 

 

14. nre mÅte gÅ /: dehm˚|dt\« 

15. gjewu vn, gCçTsu b|lk| m|gRe a |vn\« 
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Exercise 35 

Using the principles covered in Exercise 34, translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1. The person dwelt in the house. 

2. Among ladies Sita a is the best. 

3. She fell in love with the king. 

4. The pupil asked the teacher about death. 

5. When the king was killed, the people became afraid.  
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
PART FOUR: TIME AND THE HIERARCHY OF BEINGS 
MEASURES OF TIME 
  

The Truth  
  

 "There is only  b/̃ n\.  Thou art That.  The universe is unreal."  Having asserted 

that, the Vedic tradition describes this unreal universe as a very large place.   

  

The Hierarchy of the Three Worlds  
  

 Unreal though it is, it is an ordered hierarchy of three realms ( lok )  –  the 

heavens, the Earth and the netherworlds.  Embodiment in any of these three realms is 

dependent on the quality of one's actions in previous lives.  It is even possible, through 

long-term and faultless cultivation of fine actions, to earn the position of a b/̃ |,  Creator 

of all.  

  

Heavens and Netherworlds  
  

 The Vedic tradition describes seven heavens and seven underworlds.  In the 

heavens dwell those who have lived good lives, while in the netherworlds it is the 

opposite.  Except for some in the very highest heavens, all have eventually to come 

back to Earth in order to work out their salvation.  

  

 Before considering these beings of the three worlds some idea of the various time-

scales of the universe would be useful.  

  

mh|yug  
  

 Taking as our unit the solar year with which we are familiar, 4,320,000 of these is 

termed a  mh|yug.   Contained in this  mh|yug  are the four  yugs,  or ages, known in the 
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Western tradition as the Golden, Silver, Bronze and Iron ages.  

 
The Four  yugs  
  
• In  s,SÃt  the Golden Age is called the  Ãt–yug  or  sTy–yug  and lasts 1,728,000 

years.  

  

• The second, or Silver Age, is called the  ]et|–yug  and lasts 1,296,000 years.  

  

• The third, or Bronze Age, called the  |pr–yug,  lasts 864,000 years.  

  

• The fourth, or Iron Age, called  kil–yug,  lasts 432,000 years.  

   

mNvNtr  
  

 Seventy-one cycles of  mh|yug  make up one  mNvNtr.    A  mNvNtr  is so called 

after the  mnu,  or Lawgiver, who presides over each of these enormous spans of time.  

  

kLp  
  

 Fourteen  mNvNtr  comprise one  kLp.   This is a day of  b/̃ |,  the Creator.  The 

creation is then dissolved for an equal period and this constitutes b/̃ | 's  night.  

Thereare 360 of such days and nights in his year and 120 of these years is his lifetime.  

  

 This gives us some idea of the time-scales involved.  The process of emergence and 

dissolution of the universe is expressed poetically in the following gvd\–gIt| verses:  

  

 "The worlds, with the whole realm of creation, come and go;  but, O Arjuna! 

whoso comes to Me, for him there is no rebirth.  

  

 "Those who understand the cosmic day and cosmic night know that one day of 
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creation is a thousand cycles, and that the night is of equal length.  

 

 "At the dawning of that day all objects in manifestation stream forth from the 

Unmanifest, and when evening falls they are dissolved into It again.  

  

 "The same multitude of beings, which have lived on earth so often, all are 

dissolved as the night of the universe approaches, to issue forth anew when morning 

breaks.  Thus is it ordained.  

  

 "In truth, therefore, there is the Eternal Unmanifest, which is beyond and above 

the Unmanifest Spirit of creation, which is never destroyed when all these beings perish.  

  

 "The wise say that the Unmanifest and Indestructible is the highest goal of all;  

when once That is reached, there is no return.  That is My blessed home."  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Fourteen 
 

Nouns: 

yD: sacrifice 

*sTym\  truth 

smuê:  ocean 

suHt\  friend 

*SvPn:  dream 

 

Adjectives: 

i tIy)  second 

tÅtIy)  third 

Sv)  one’s own 

 

Verbs: 

ab/vIt\  said 

*¨pivzit  sits down 

vhit  carries 

 

Other words: 

a|loCy having considered, having observed 
îdm\ this. aym\ masc. sing. 1

st
 case ending. 

*ék) (like tt\) one, a certain 

étt\ (like tt\) this, éw: masc. sing. 1
st
 case ending 

*kut: from what?  why? 

*ku] where? 

*td| then  

mTv| having thought 

y†| ... t†|  as ... so 

svR] everywhere 
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
 

The Priest with the Goat and the Three Rogues 
 

UNDERLINED WORDS 
 

gOtm‹  Gautama, name of a forest anNtrm\ straight away 

p/Stut‹  begun Æozm|]‹  calling distance 

b/|ì-: priest aviS@|t‹  standing near, placed 

ç|g:  goat a|k_yR  having heard 

ÑpÆIy  having bought in=|y having put down 

SkN=:  shoulder muhumRuhu: repeatedly 

=UtR:  rogue inrIÁy having examined 

]ym\ triad, three of dol|ym|n‹ wavering, doubting 

avloikt‹ (was) seen cilt‹ set off, departed 

mit: (f.) thought, wit tdnNtrm\ thereupon 

p/kxR: superiority iniZctm\ certainly, decidedly 

p/|Ntrm\  a long road Sn|Tv| having bathed 

-tle under (at the end of a compound) yyO he went (perfect of y|it) 

vTmRn\ (n.) roadway nITv| having taken away 

iS@|t‹ stayed, waited #iát‹ (was) eaten 

ai#iht‹ addressed aOpMym\ likeness 

ikimit why vei. knows, considers 

ÑÄte is carried V||idn\ speaker 

Zvn\ dog v{Cyte is deceived 
b/Ute says b/vIim I say 

kiZct\ a certain, some or other TyÙ| having left behind 

ÃTv| having made, having 

placed 

ken|ip by some or other 

f|Py having obtained 

¨pivZy having sat down 

o sir 
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the Priest with the Goat and the Three Rogues 

 

aiSt gOtm|r_ye p/StutyD: kiZcd\b/|ì-: « s c yD|@|R" 

 

g/|m|Ntr|Cç|gmupÆIy SkN=e ;Tv| gCçN=UtR]ye-|vloikt: « ttSte 

 

=UtR| yƒex Cç|g: ken|Pyup|yen p/|Py ,|ƒte td| mitp/kxoR  

 

#vtITy|loCy p/|Ntre vºá]ytle b/|ì-Sy vTmRNyupivZy iS@|t|: « 

 

t]Eken =UtRen s b/|ì-o gCçNni#iht: « #o b/|ì- « ikimit 

 

Tvy| kuKkur: SkN=enoÄte « b/|ì-o b/Ute « n|y" Zv| «  

 

yDCç|go ÷y" « anNtr" punièRtIyen Æozm|]|viS@|ten tdevoÇm\ « 

 

td|k_yR b/|ì-St" ç|g" #UmO in=|y muhumRuhuinRrIÁy pun: SkN=e  

 

;Tv| dol|ym|nmitZcilt: « tdnNtr" pngRCçNs b/|ì-StºtIyen  
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=UtRenoÇ: « #o b/|ì- « ikimit kuKkur" SkN=en #v|Nvhit «  

 

td|k_yR iniZctmev|y" kuKkur £it mTv| ç|g" Tyü| Sn|Tv| Svgºh"  

 

yyO « s Cç|go tE=RUtERnIRTv| #iát: « ato ÷h" b/vIim « 

 

a|TmOpMyen yo vei. dujRn" sTyv|idnm\ « 

   

s t@|| v{Cyte =UtREbR/|ì-Zç|gto y@|| »  
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
THE GOLDEN AGE AND THE SILVER AGE 
 

The  Ãt–yug  (Golden Age)  

  

 "In the beginning, before there was any division of subject and object, there was 

one existence,  b/̃ n\  alone, one without a second.  That time is called the  Ãt–yug,  or 

the Golden Age, when people skilled in knowledge and discrimination realised that one 

existence."  

( Puraan-ic verse)  

  

 In the Golden Age men remembered without difficulty the one Self that lives in 

the hearts of all.  They had no doubts about the presence of the Self, so that they were 

relieved of all the fears and anxieties that arise from duality, from the belief that a man 

exists separated from God and from the rest of the universe.  
  

 "In the beginning, in the Golden Age, men had but one caste, known as h,s.  All 

were equally endowed with knowledge, all were born knowers of Truth;  and since this 

was so the age was called  Ãt,  which is to say, 'Attained'."  

( ÍImd\ |gvtm\  Book 11, Ch.17, v.10   )  
  

 Memory of the Golden Age is buried deep within every man.  Many peoples of 

the world have immemorial legends of such an age.  At certain times in history, groups 

of men have been inspired to live according to the standards of the Golden Age, so that 

it has been held as an ideal to which they may aspire, however much they may in fact 

fall short.  The early followers of Christ were such a group of men, as the Acts of 

Apostles relates:  
  

 "And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul:  

neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed was his own;  but 

they had all things common."  

(Acts of Apostles  Ch.4, v.32 )  
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 Shakespeare, product of the similarly inspired age of the Renaissance, put the same 

vision in the words of Gonzalo from 'The Tempest':  

  

"All things in common nature should produce  

Without sweat or endeavour.  Treason, felony,  

Sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine,  

Would I not have;  but nature should bring forth,  

Of its own kind, all foison, all abundance,  

To feed my innocent people."  

  

The  ]et|–yug  (Silver Age)  

  

 In the Golden Age no-one wanted anything for himself, for the only self that was 

acknowledged was Oneself or  b/̃ n\.   But the seeds of a lesser age, of silver, were sown 

when men began to want something for themselves.  This is the story of the Fall of 

Man in the Garden of Eden.  

  

 Though the Silver Age is a fall in the whole level of consciousness from the 

Golden Age, it is nevertheless a time of greatness and magnificence when virtue 

abounds and human life is rich and harmonious.  This beauty and vitality is exemplified 

in the city of  ayoÎy|  ruled by King  dzr†,  father of the divine  r|m,  as described in 

the  r|m|y~.  

  

 "Among the inhabitants of  ayoÎy|,  there was no man or woman who was not 

endowed with beauty and wealth and none who were not devoted to the king and state.  

Those who dwelt there, worshipped the Gods and the uninvited guest;  they were both 

magnanimous and charitable.  All attained to a ripe age as virtuous and truth-loving 

people, their homes were filled with children, grandchildren and virtuous women.  The  

warriors were subject to the learned  b/|˜~  and the merchants to the warrior caste;  the 

rest of the people served these  b/|˜~,  warriors and merchants."  
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Indeclinable Words 
 

An indeclinable word is a word that always stays the same.  It never takes different 

endings. 

 

Indeclinable words are often used as adverbs in Sanskrit. 

 

I.  Endings that make a word indeclinable 

 

Some indeclinable words are formed by the addition of special endings that give an 

adverbial sense.  These words never change.  Here are some examples: 

 

a) –t: This ending has the sense of the fifth case (from, away from) 

tt: from that, therefore, after that 

kut: from what?  why? 

yt: from which, since 

 

b) –] This ending has the sense of the seventh case (in, in a place) 

a] here 

t] there, in that place 

svR] everywhere 

ku] where? 

 

c) –d| This ending has the sense of time. 

td| then 

svRd| always 

kd| when? 

ékd| once 
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Exercise 36 

Translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1. kuto yD, kroit« 
2. smuêe jl, svR]|sIt\« 
3. a] r†St, vhet\« 

4. izWy|: svRd| apQn\« 
5. r|mlXm~yodRzr†: ipt|« tSm|ê|mo lXm~Zc sodrO« 
 

Exercise 37 

Translate the following into English.  Use the above indeclinable words: 

 

1. Where are you walking? 
2. A demon lived there. 
3.  Once there was a king. 
4. When will she come here? 
5. Since Arjuna and Bhima have Kunti as their mother, then Arjuna and Bhima are 

brothers. 
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II.  Common Indeclinable Words 

 

aicre- (or aicr|t\) Soon Kv Where? 

at: Hence c And 

atIv very cet\ If 

a] Here icrm\ For a long time 

a@| Now, then icre- After a while 

aƒ Today tt: Thereupon, therefore 

a=: Under (+6
th
) t] There 

a=un| Now t@|| So, just so 

aNtt: Finally td\ Then 

aip Also, even, even though td| Then 

alm\ Enough (+3
rd

) tihR Then 

£it Thus tSm|t\ Therefore 

£v Like, as if T||vt\ So much, to such an 

extent 

£d|nIm\ Now tu However 

£h Here, in this situation dUr|t\ From afar 

Ñpir On top (+6
th

)   

ékd| Once   

év   

 

Only, indeed, just etc.  

(immediately after the  

word to which it applies)   

évm\ Thus, such, in such a  

manner 
  

ik"tu But   

ikm\ What, why?   

ku] 
 

Where?   
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dUre Far away sh Together with 

n Not su,en Easily 

N||m By name Sm 
inTym\ Always, ever  

Makes a present tense  

verb past tense 

pun: Again Svym\ One’s self, voluntarily 

etc pur| Formerly, of old h| Alas 

p/it Towards ih For, verily etc. 

bih: Outside he O 

mNdm\ mNdm\ Slowly Ä: Yesterday 

M|| Not, do not   

yt: Since   

yt\ yt\ Whatever   

y] Where   

y] y] Wherever   

y@|| As, just as, according to …  

yd| When   

yid If   

Y||vt\ As much as    

V|| Or   

ivn| Without (+3
rd

)   

zI`/m\ Quickly   

Zv: Tomorrow   

sTym\ True   

sd| Always, ever   

smIpm\, smIpe Near to (+6
th
)   

svRd| Always, ever   
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
THE BRONZE AGE AND THE IRON AGE 
 

The  |pr–yug  (Bronze Age)  

  

 The men of the  |pr–yug  were heroes.  At that time the qualities were no longer 

pure but mixed, like bronze itself, which is an alloy of copper and tin.  Great virtues like 

courage, strength, magnanimity, boldness, and a spirit of adventure were intermixed 

with dark aspects of selfishness, with greed, cruelty, lust and arrogance;  for both 

knowledge and power had declined from the Silver Age, and a change had come over 

the nature of men.  

  

 What distinguished the Bronze Age from the Iron Age that followed it was 

especially the heroic mind of men at the earlier time.  They had nothing about them 

which was trivial or vulgar.  Their minds were set upon great actions and enterprises.  

At a word of insult they sprang to arms;  at a challenge to their courage or initiative or 

ingenuity they set earnestly about their task.  They asked for and gave no quarter;  they 

did not complain nor quarrel over petty matters, only over things of consequence like 

honour and power.  Doubt, timidity, miserliness, gossip – all such small-minded vices 

were unknown to them.  Their sins were heroic in scale, so that there was a demonic 

side to the Age of Bronze.  Demons make worthy adversaries for heroes and without a 

demonic enemy a hero cannot measure his full stature.  

  

 It was inevitable that war was a constant feature of an age of heroes, but a thread 

of wisdom remained which ran through their lives amidst the passions of adventure and 

the battlefield.  It enabled them to remember the Self with some regularity, so that even 

in a battle they might be still within and play out their part as warriors with the 

enthusiasm and detachment of great actors on a stage.  They forgot themselves and 

committed mighty crimes, like Achilles' treatment of the body of Hector before the 

walls of Troy, but memory returned and the spirit of sacrifice burned again as it did, 
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though more strongly, in the Silver Age.  

  
The  kil–yug  (Iron Age)  

  

    The qualities of this Age, the present Age which began on the 18th of February, 

3102 B.C., should be familiar to us.  Here are some excerpts from a description of this 

Age in the  ivW~u –pur|~.  

  

 "The observance of place in society, regulation of behaviour and obedience to law 

will not prevail in the  kil–yug,  nor will the actions taught in the  ved  . . .  nor will the 

rules that connect the teacher and his pupil be in force.   The laws that regulate the 

conduct of husband and wife will be disregarded and sacrifice to the Divine will no 

longer be offered. . . .  

  

 "Every text will be considered a scripture that people choose to follow.  . . . .  He 

who gives away much money will be the master of men.  . . . .  The minds of men will 

be wholly occupied in acquiring wealth;  and wealth will be spent solely on selfish 

gratifications.   . . . .  No man will part with the smallest fraction of the smallest coin, 

though entreated by a friend.  Men of all degrees will conceit themselves to be equal 

with b/|˜~.   . . . .  The people will be almost always in dread of dearth and 

apprehensive of scarcity.   . . . .  There will never be abundance in the kil–yug  and 

men will never enjoy pleasure and happiness.  They will take their food without 

previous ablution and without worship or offering.  

  

 "The women will be fickle, short and gluttonous . . . paying no heed to the 

commands of their husbands or parents.   . . .   Princes, instead of protecting will 

plunder their subjects and, under the pretext of levying taxes, will rob merchants of 

their property.   . . . .  The duration of life will decrease.   . . .  Men will possess little 

sense, vigour or virtue, and will therefore perish in a very brief period.   . . . .  

  

 "In the  kil–yug  men will say, 'Of what authority are the  veds ?   What are gods 
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or holy men ?  What need is there of purification ?'  

 

 "Then will the clouds yield scanty rain and the corn will be poor.   . ... Endowed 

with little sense, men, subject to all the infirmities of mind, speech and body, will daily 

commit sins;  and everything that is calculated to afflict beings, vicious, impure and 

wretched, will be generated in the kil–yug."  

  

 The pur|~, however, does go on to speak of one advantage of the  kil–yug.  

  

 "Then, in the  kil–yug,  shall a man acquire by a trifling exertion as much 

eminence in virtue as is the result of arduous penance in the  Ãt– yug."  

  

 There are many other such descriptions in the  s,SÃt  literature, all rather  

chillingly prophetic of the way things are moving in this present Age.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Fifteen 
 

Indeclinable Words: 

 
*aicre~ soon 

*atIv  very 

*a un|  now 

aNtt:  finally 

*îit  thus 

îh  here, in this situation 

*évm\ thus, such, in such a manner 

ik,tu but 

*ikm\  what? 

*c  and 

*icrm\ for a long time 

*td\ then 

tihR  then 

*tSm|t\ therefore 

*tu  however, but 

*n not 

inTym\ always, ever 

pur|  formerly, of old 

m|  not, do not 

*yt\ yt\ whatever 

y] where 

y] y] wherever 

v|  or 

*zI©/m\ quickly 

Zv: tomorrow 

sd| always, ever 

Svym\ yourself, himself, etc. / voluntarily 

*Sm  indicates Past when used with a present verb 

*h|  alas 

ih for 

Á: yesterday 
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Exercise 37 

 

Match each word to its meaning: 

 

tu 
 

 always 

îd|nIm\ 
 

 far away 

sd| 
 

 today 

bih: 
 

 since 

m| 
 

 now 

dUre 
 

 on top, above 

ih 
 

 not, do not 

aip 
 

 by name 

yt: 
 

 for 

Kv 
 

 where? 

aƒ 
 

 but 

ivn| 
 

 to such an extent 

n|m 
 

 also, even 

t|vt\ 
 

 without 

¨pir 
 

 outside 
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Exercise 38 

 

In each sentence, fill in the blank with an indeclinable word of your choice.  Then, 

translate the sentence. 

 

1. ___________ nro d|n, d|Syit« 
2. vÅåVy|©/o jNtu, ___________ hiNt« 

3. t|, ___________  aNvgCçm\« 

4. ___________ r|j| r|Jy, rrx« 
5. ___________ mh| |rt, pQe: ___________ tv g® Rveym\« 
 

Exercise 39 

 

Translate the following into Sanskrit: 

 

1.  Come now! 

2.  Soon I will go to the forest. 

3.  Why does the lady cry? 

4.  The man also drinks water. 

5.  The deer quickly ran to the lake. 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
GODS, INCARNATIONS, SAGES 
 

    Having considered the time-scales of this apparently vast illusion, we shall  

take a brief look at the beings who inhabit the three worlds  –  first, the  

inhabitants of the heavens.  

  
The  devs  
  
 The heavenly beings of the Vedic tradition have elements in common with both 

the Greek gods and the angelic hierarchy of traditional Christianity.   dev means 'shining 

one' as well as 'playful'.  The  devs  preside over the workings of the universe and reflect 

the great powers of the one Supreme  a|Tmn\.  
  

 It should be remembered that all these beings, although divine ('divine' has the 

same  |tu  as  dev ) have a lifespan, albeit incredibly long by our standards.  Only b/̃ n\ 
escapes dissolution.  It is the pure consciousness that is  b/̃ n\,  that shines as the great 

pageant of the three worlds and it is That into which they inevitably dissolve.  

  

The Supreme Trinity and Their Consorts  
  

 The highest of all beings in the universe are the three great  dev  –  izv,  ivW~u  
and  b/̃ |.  
  

 Each of these has his consort or goddess.  This is his  zi ,  his power, while  

he is the wielder of that power.  Thus she is often called a  devI.  
  

For  izv  there is  p|vRtI,  the force of law.  

For  ivW~u  there is  lXmI,  the force of prosperity and increase.  

For  b/̃ |  there is  srSvtI,  the force of wisdom.  
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 While these are the greatest of the gods and goddesses, beneath them is a whole 

pantheon of minor gods, angels, celestial musicians and nymphs.  These will be met with 

in the scriptures and epics and we shall be considering only the most important here.  

  

 The question arises, "What are these gods, goddesses and demons etc. in reality?"  

  

 Of course, they are not sorts of human beings with twice as many arms or ten 

times as many heads as usual, any more than angels in reality have silly little wings, play 

harps and sit on clouds.  Sometimes they can appear to saints in these forms but in fact 

they are universal forces.  The particular colours, attributes and exploits associated with 

them are symbolic of their natures and capacities.  For example, the six-petalled lotus-

flower that  ivW~u  holds in one of His four hands symbolises his six great powers  –  

knowledge, detachment, fame etc.  Similarly, the ten heads of  r|v~  symbolise the 

power of  ah¤|r  to proliferate and appear in countless thoughts and guises in the mind.  
  

 Thus the  dev,  devI  and  r|xs  etc. pervade all things, particularly the human mind, 

and we are continually invoking one or other  –  divine or demonic  – according to our 

intentions.  Anger, for instance, is a  r|xs  that takes possession, while wisdom is a  devI  
who instructs those who propitiate Her in the correct manner.  
 

îNê,  ym,  aiGn  etc.  
  

îNê » The Lord of the lower  devs,  symbolising universal  mns\,  lord of the elements.  
  

ym » The Lord of Death, who controls and brings to an end all things.  
  

aiGn » aiGn  has many important functions, often symbolising consciousness itself.  It 

is also the fire which eats the sacrifice and bears it aloft to its recipient.  
  

 The other great elements are also considered as  devs,  such as  v|yu  and  sUyR.   
pÅi†vI,  the Earth, is also considered a goddess and in fact has been revered as  

such by all traditional cultures.  
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*     *     *     *     * 

  

 The  devs  are all powers of the one Supreme  a|Tmn\  –  universal powers, with 

ivW~u  being the universal  ic.  and  b/̃ |  the universal  biuå etc.   The following 

mysterious conversation between the Sage  y|DvLKy  and a questioner gives a sense of 

the true picture.  Many deities are mentioned, more than we shall consider, but they are 

all aspects of one Self.  

  

" ivdG  z|kLy  asked:  ' y|DvLKy !  How many gods are there?' y|DvLKy  said: 

'Three hundred and three and three thousand and three, as is mentioned in the list of 

the hymns to all gods.' 'Right,' said  ivdG , 'but how many in reality?' 'Thirty-three.' 

'Right;  but how many in reality?' 'Six.' 'Right;  but how many in reality?' 'Three.' 

'Right;  but how many in reality?' 'Two.' 'Right;  but how many in reality?' 'One and a 

half.' 'Right;  but how many in reality?' 'One God only.' 'Then what are those three 

hundred and three and three thousand and three?' 'The divine powers;  the more 

important being thirty- three.' 'What are those thirty-three?' 'Eight  vsus,  eleven  ®ês,  

twelve  a|idTys,  îNê  and fj|pit.' 'What are the  vsus?' 'Fire, earth, wind, sky, sun, 

moon, stars, heaven.' 'What are the eleven  ®ê s?' 'Five living fires, five senses and the 

personal Self.  When they leave our body, they make us cry out;  hence their name  

®ês.' 'What are  a|idTys?' 'Twelve months of the year;  they pass carrying everything;  

hence their name.' 'Who is îNê ?   Who is  fj|pit ?' ' îNê is thunder;   fj|pit  is 

sacrifice.' 'What is the symbol of thunder?' 'The thunderbolt.' 'What is the symbol of 

sacrifice?' 'The sacrificial animal.' 'What are the six gods?' 'Fire, earth, wind, air, sun, 

sky;  all the world lives therein.' 'What are the three gods?' 'The three worlds;  all the 

gods live therein.' 'What are the two gods?' 'Food and breath.' 'What is one and a half?' 

'The wind.' 'The wind is one, why is it called one and a half?' 'Because as the wind 

blows, everything grows.' 'Who is the one God?' 'Life is the one God.  It is that Spirit.' 

" ( bÅhd|rˆyk   ¨pinwd\  3 : 9 : 1-9 )  
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The  aPsrs,  gN vRs  etc.  

  

 As well as the main  devs  in heaven, the Scriptures tell of beautiful nymphs called  

aPsrs,  celestial minstrels called  gN vRs  and many other sorts of beings such as the  

iptÅs,  the ancestors, and numerous great Sages.  

  

The Underworlds  
  

    In the netherworlds there are also many types of beings.  There are the  n|gs,  

serpents of some sort, the  r|xss,  night-wanderers who eat human flesh and disturb the 

devotions of holy men and who can change their form at will.   There are also various 

kinds of vampires, goblins and ghosts, called  

vet|ls,  fets,  ipz|cs  and  Uts  etc..  
  
The  avt|rs  (Incarnations)  

  

 The function of the Lord  ivW~u  is to sustain the universe that  b/̃ |  calls into being 

and that  izv  later dissolves.  

   

 One way by which this is effected is by  ivW~u  incarnating himself whenever things 

run down and the great law of  mR  is too flagrantly transgressed.  As is said in the  

gvd\  gIt|  by  ivW~u 's  most perfect incarnation:  

  

 "The Lord  ÍI  ÃW~  said:  'I have been born again and again, from time to time;  

thou too, O  ajRun !    My births are known to Me, but thou knowest not thine.  

  

'I have no beginning.  Though I am imperishable, as well as Lord of all that exists, yet 

by My own will and power do I manifest Myself.  

  

 'Whenever spirituality decays and materialism is rampant, then, O  ajRun !   I 

reincarnate Myself.  
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 'To protect the righteous, to destroy the wicked, and to establish the kingdom of 

God, I am reborn from age to age.  

  

 'He who realises the divine truth concerning My birth and life, is not born again;  

and when he leaves his body, he becomes one with Me.  

  

 'Many have merged their existence in Mine, being freed from desire, fear and 

anger, filled always with Me, and purified by the illuminating flame of self-abnegation.  

  

 'Howsoever men try to worship Me, so do I welcome them.  By whatever path 

they travel, it leads to Me at last.' "  

  

 Thus the incarnation sets an example for men to follow and an ideal to worship 

and eventually unite with.  

  

 The stories of various incarnations are told in the Scriptures, as  ÃW~  in the 

mh| |rt  and  pur|~s,  as  r|m  in the  r|m|y~  and, of course, also as Jesus Christ in the 

New Testament.  

  

The Sages  
  

 Finally in this part, there are the sages, also working to remind men of the eternal 

truth of their nature.  The scriptures are full of the exploits and teachings of these sages  

–  n|rd,  y|DvLKy,  vis„,  IWm  and many more.  Even in our own day such sages 

arise to help those who sincerely seek help on the path towards goodness and Truth.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Sixteen 
 

Nouns: 

ah,k|r: pride 

*kez: hair 

xe]m\  field 

gu~: quality, virtue 

*iptÅ father 

Utm\ being 

mÎym\ middle 

*mns\\ mind 

*yuåm\ + ;  does battle 

v|yu: wind (m) 

z|iNt peace (f.) 

*sen| army 

 

Adjectives: 

¨ y) / ¨ )  both 

*¨.m)  best 

-g)  going 

yu ) (+ 3
rd

) provided with, joined with 

*s| u)  virtuous, good 

-S†)  dwelling, residing 

 

 

Verbs: 

ahRit (+ infinitive) ought, should, worthy, fit (Class I) 

S†|pyit  places 

 

Other words: 

i])  three 

*dÅÇ| having seen 
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n|rd: 

Metre and Stress 
 

I.  Stress - Heavy and light syllables 

 

Syllables in Sanskrit are given either a light or heavy stress.  The following rules 

apply: 

 

1.  A short vowel is light, e.g. ip 
 

2.  A long vowel is heavy (é, ée, ao, and aO count as long vowels), e.g. p|, nee 
 

3.  A short or a long vowel before a conjunct consonant, a halanta letter or a 

visarga is heavy, e.g. pvR, t:, a], tm\ 
The customary way to indicate the stress of a syllable is by an overhead  for a 

light syllable and   for a heavy syllable. 

 

 

For example:   
 

Exercise 40 

Indicate the stress of the syllables of the following letters and words using the 

system provided above. 

 

1. m 

2. im 
3. mI 
4. St 

5. StO 
6. lu: 
7. t] 
8. Íe„: 
9. mht\ 
10. vdit 
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Exercise 41 
 

Mark the light and heavy syllables of Bhagavad Gita a 1.1 and 1.27.  Having done 

this, answer the questions at the end of the exercise. 

 

1.1  mRxe]e ku®xe]e smvet| yuyuTsv:« 
  

m|mk|: p|ˆœv|ZcEv ikmkuvRt s{jy» 

 

 

1.27 t|NsmIXy s kONtey sv|RNbN UnviS†t|n\« 
  

 Ãpy| pry|ååivWqo ivwIdiNndmb/vIt\» 
 

Questions: 

a) How many syllables does each verse contain? 

b) Do you see any patterns in the syllables? 

 

II.  Metre – The SZloka 

 

The most common verse form, or metre, in Sanskrit is the SZloka.  Most of the 

great epics, as well as other significant works, use this metre. 

 

The SZloka has 32 syllables, divided into two halves of 16 syllables, each of 

which is further divided into two 8-syllable quarters.   

 

When you read a SZloka verse, you pause for a short time after reading each 

quarter.  For example: 

 

 mRxe]e ku®xe]e / smvet| yuyuTsv:« 
  

m|mk|: p|ˆœv|ZcEv / ikmkuvRt s{jy» 

 

 

To scan a verse means to mark the weight of the syllables and the quarters of 

each verse. 
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Exercise 42 
 

Scan Bhagavad Gita a 1.25 and 1.26.  

 

1.25  IWmêo~fmu˚t: svRew|, c mhIixt|m\« 
  

¨v|c p|†R pZyEt|Nsmvet|NkuÂinit» 
 

 

1.26 t]|pZyiTS†t|Np|†R: ipt<n† ipt|mh|n\« 

 
 a|c|y|RNm|tul|N /|t<Npu]|NpO]|Ns˚I,St†|» 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
OVERVIEW OF SECTION FOUR 
 

s{D|  
  

Loka ( lok )    World, e.g. heaven, earth and netherworld.  

  

Mahaayuga ( mh|yug )  One cycle of the four  yugs  –  4,320,000  years.  

  

Kr rta ( Ãt ) [or Satya ( sTy )] Yuga ( yug ) The Golden Age: 1,728,000 years.  

  

Tretaa Yuga ( ]et|  yug )  The Silver Age:  1,296,000 years.  

  

Dvaapara Yuga ( |pr  yug ) The Bronze Age:  864,000 years.  

  

Kali Yuga ( kil  yug )  The Iron Age:  432,000 years.  

  

Manvantara ( mNvNtr )  71  mh|yugs,  supervised by one  mnu (Lawgiver).  

  

Kalpa ( kLp )   14  mNvNtrs , a day of  b/̃ |.  
  

Deva ( dev )    'Shining one'.  A universal power or deity.  

  

SZakti ( zi  )   The power or force of a  dev, considered as his wife.  

  

Pa arvati ( p|vRtI )  Consort of  izv,   the power of law.  

 

Laks wmi ( lXmI ) Consort of  ivW~u,   the power of increase and prosperity.  

 

Sarasvati ( srSvtI ) Consort of  b/̃ |,  the power of wisdom.  
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Devi ( devI )    A  S]I–il‹  deity.  

  

Indra ( îNê )    Lord of the minor gods.  Universal  mns\, Lord  of the elements.  

  

Yama ( ym )    Death, controller and ender of all.  

 

Elemental  devs. 

Agni ( aiGn ) Vaayu ( v|yu ) Suurya ( sUyR ) Pr rthivi ( pÅi†vI )          
  

Apsaras ( aPsrs )   Beautiful heavenly nymphs.  

  

Gandharvas ( gN vRs )  Celestial musicians.  

  

Pitrrs ( iptÅs )    The fathers, virtuous ancestors.  

  

Naagas ( n|gs )   Serpents.  

  

Raakswasas ( r|xss )   Night wandering ogres or demons.  

  

Vampires, goblins, ghosts, etc..  

Vetaalas ( vet|ls ) Piszaacas ( ipz|cs ) Pretas ( fets ) Bhuutas ( Uts ) etc.  

  

Avata ara ( avt|r )   Incarnation of the Lord  ivW~u  when  mR  is  transgressed.  

  

Sages. 

Naarada ( n|rd ) Vasiswttha ( vis„ ) Bhiswma ( IWm ) Yaajn[avalkya ( y|DvLKy )  
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
The Bhagavadgi ataa 

Chapter 1 v 1 

=ºtr|Xq^ øv|c« 
Dhr r taraa s ssw ttra said: 

 

=mRáe]e ku®áe]e smvet| yuyuTsv: « 
m|mk|: p|_wv|ZcEv ikmkuvRt s{jy » 
 

=mR-áe]e « ku®-áe]e « smvet|: « yuyuTsv:« 
m|mk|: « p|_wv|: « c « év « ikm\ « akuvRt « s{jy » 
 

‘O San[jaya, what did my people and the Pa anwdwavas do when they were joined, desirous 

of battle in the field of righteousness, in the battlefield of Kurukswetra?’ 

 

Chapter 1 v 25 

s{jy øv|c« 
San[ jaya said : 

 

#IXm¥o-p/mu,t: svRex|" c mhIiát|m\ « 
Ñv|c p|@|R pZyEt|n\ smvet|NkuÓinit » 
 
#IXm-¥o--p/mu,t: « svRex|m\ « c « mhIiát|m\ « 
Ñv|c « p|@|R « pZy « ét|n\ « smvet|n\ « kuÓn\ « £it » 
 

Facing Bhis wma and Dron wa and all the rulers of the earth, he said, ‘O Arjuna (son of 

Prrtha a), behold all the Kurus gathered here together.’ 
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Chapter 1 v 26 

 

t]|pZyt\ iS@|t|n\ p|@|R: ipt¿n@| ipt|mh|n\ « 
a|c|yR|Nm|tul|N#/|t¿n\ pu]|NpO]|Ns,I"St@|| » 
 

t] « apZyt\ « iS@|t|n\ « p|@|R: « ipt¿n\ « a@| « ipt|mh|n\« 
a|c|yR|n\ « m|tul|n\ « #/|t¿n\ « pu]|n\ « pO]|n\ « s,In\ « t@|| » 
 

Standing there, Arjuna (Paartha) then saw in both the armies, fathers, grandfathers, 

teachers, maternal uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons, and also friends. 

 

Chapter 1 v 27 

t|n\ smIÁy s kONtey: svR|NbN=UnviS@|t|n\ « 
;py| pry| å÷ivXqo ivxIdiNndmb/vIt\ » 
 
t|n\ « smIÁy « s « kONtey: « svR|n\ « bN=Un\ « aviS@|t|n\ « 
;py| « pry| « a|ivXq: « ivxIdn\ « £dm\ « ab/vIt\ » 
 
He, Arjuna (son of Kunti), gazing at those kinsmen posted in positions spoke thus in 

sadness, filled as he was with choking compassion. 
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Chapter 1 v 28 

 

ajRun Ñv|c « 
Arjuna said 

 

dº¢em" Svjn" ;X- yuyuTsu" smupiS@|tm\ « 
sIdiNt mm g|]|i- mu," c pirzuXyit » 
 

dº¢| « £mm\ « Svjnm\ «  ;X- « yuyuTsum\ « smupiS@|tm\ « 
sIdiNt « mm « g|]|i- « mu,m\ « c « pirzuXyit » 
 

‘Seeing these my kinsmen, collected here, eager to fight, my limbs fail me, O Krws wnwa, 

and my mouth is parched.’ 

 

Chapter 1 v 29 

vep@|uZc zrIre me romhxRZc j|yte « 
g|_wIv" s/"ste hSt|>vKcEv pirdÄte » 
 
vep@|u: « c « zrIre « me « romhxR: « c « j|yte « 
g|_wIvm\ « s/"ste « hSt|t\ « Tvk\ « c « év « pirdÄte » 
 

‘My body quivers and my hair stands on end. The bow Ga anwdwiva slips from my hand 

and my skin burns all over.’ 
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Chapter 1 v 35 

ét|Nn hNtuimCç|im ¬nto÷ip m=usUdn « 
aip ]EloKyr|JySy heto: ik" nu mhI;te » 
 
ét|n\ « n « hNtum\ « £Cç|im « ¬nt: « aip « m=usUdn« 
aip « ]E-loKy-r|JySy « heto: « ikm\ nu « mhI-;te » 
 
‘These, O slayer of Madhu, I do not wish to kill, though they kill me, even for the sake of dominion 

over the three worlds; how much less for the sake of the earth!’ 

 

Chapter 2 v 9 

 

s{jy Ñv|c – 

San[ jaya said: 

 
évmuü| HxIkez" guw|kez: prNtp: « 
n yoTSy £it goivNdmuü| tUX-I" b#Uv h » 
 

évm\ « Ñü| « HxIkezm\ « guw|kez: « prNtp: « 
n « yoTSy « £it « goivNdm\ « Ñü| « tUX-Im\ « b#Uv « h » 
 

Having spoken thus to Krrs wn-a (Hrws wikes za), Arjuna (Gudwa akes za), O tormentor of foes, said 

to Krrs wn-a (Govinda), ‘I shall not fight,’ and verily remained silent. 
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Chapter 2 v 30 

 

%I #gv|nuv|c« 
The blessed Lord said: 

 

dehI inTymv+yo÷y" dehe svRSy #|rt « 
tSm|Tsv|Ri- #Ut|in n Tv" zoictumhRis » 
 

dehI « inTym\ « av+y: « aym\ « dehe « svRSy « #|rt « 
tSm|t\ « sv|Ri- « #Ut|in « n « Tvm\ « zoictum\ « ahRis » 
 

‘This embodied (Self) in the body of all, O Arjuna (Bhaarata), can never be killed.   

Therefore you ought not to grieve over any being.’ 

 

Chapter 2 v 55 

 

p/jh|it yd| k|m|n\ sv|Rn\ p|@|R mnogt|n\ « 
a|TmNyev|Tmn| tuXq: iS@|tp/DStdoCyte » 
 

p/jh|it « yd| « k|m|n\ « sv|Rn\ « p|@|R « mns\-gt|n\ « 
a|Tmin « év « a|Tmn| « tuXq: « iS@|t-p/D: « td| « ÑCyte » 

‘O Arjuna (Paartha), when one casts off all desires in the mind, (resting) in the Self alone, content with 

the Self, then one is said to be ‘one of steady knowledge.’ 
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Chapter 2 v 71 

 

ivh|y k|m|n\ y: sv|Rn\ pum|"Zcrit in:Spºh: « 
inmRmo inrh¤|r: s z|iNtmi=gCçit » 
 

ivh|y « k|m|n\ « y: « sv|Rn\ « pum|n\ « crit « in:Spºh: « 
inmRm: « inrh¤|r: « s: « z|iNtm\ « ai=gCçit » 

‘That man attains peace, who, abandoning all desires, moves about without expectation, without 

sense of possession, without ego.’ 

 

Chapter 3 v 9  

 
yD|@||RTkmR-o÷Ny] loko÷y" kmRbN=n: « 
td@|R" kmR kONtey muÇsô: sm|cr » 
 

yD-a@||Rt\ « kmR-: « aNy] « lok: « aym\ « kmR-bN=n:« 
tt\-a@|Rm\ « kmR « kONtey « muÇ-sô: « sm|cr » 

‘Except in the case of action for sacrifice’s sake, this world is bound by action.  Perform action for 

the sake of that ( i.e. sacrifice), O Arjuna (son of Kunti), remaining free from attachment.’ 
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Chapter 3  v 27 

 
p/;te: iÆym|-|in gu-E: km|Ri- svRz: « 
ah¤|rivmUW|Tm| kt|R÷himit mNyte » 
 

p/;te: « iÆym|-|in « gu-E: « km|Ri- « svRz: « 
ah¤|r-ivmUW-a|Tm| « kt|R « ahm\ « £it « mNyte » 
 

‘Actions in all cases are being performed by the qualities of Nature.  He whose mind is 

deluded by egoism thinks ‘I am the doer.’’ 

 

 

Chapter 4 v 8 

 

pir]|-|y s|=Un|" ivn|z|y c duX;t|m\ « 
=mRs"S@||pn|@||Ry s,#v|im yuge yuge » 
 

pir]|-|y « s|=Un|m\ « ivn|z|y « c « duX;t|m\ « 
=mR-s"S@||pn-a@||Ry « s,#v|im « yuge yuge » 

‘For the protection of the good, and for the destruction of evil-doers, for the  establishment of the 

sacred law, I am born from age to age.’ 
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Chapter 6 v 29 

 
svR#UtS@|m|Tm|n" svR#Ut|in c|Tmin « 
Œáte yogyuÇ|Tm| svR] smdzRn: » 
 
svR-#Ut-S@|m\ « a|Tm|nm\ « svR-#Ut|in « c « a|Tmin « 
Œáte « yog-yuÇ-a|Tm| « svR] « sm-dzRn: » 

‘That man whose mind is devoted to spirituality sees everywhere the same, his Self abiding in all 

beings, and all beings in his Self.’ 

 

 

Chapter 9 v 6 

 
y@||k|ziS@|to inTy" v|yu: svR]go mh|n\ « 
t@|| sv|Ri- #Ut|in mTS@||nITyup=|ry » 
 
y@|| « a|k|z-iS@|t: « inTym\ « v|yu: « svR]-g: « mh|n\ « 
t@|| « sv|Ri- « #Ut|in « mt\-S@||in « £it « Ñp=|ry » 
 
‘Hold in mind that just as the mighty wind moves everywhere, yet  rests ever in space, 

so all beings rest in Me.’ 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
PART FIVE: HUMAN LIFE AND ITS PURPOSE 
 

pu®w|†R  
  
 pu®w|†R  means the aspiration, aim or purpose of the human being. pu®w|†R is spoken 

of in the Vedic tradition as having four aspects:   

  

• k|m,   Enjoyment;  

• a†R,    Wealth;  

• mR,    Virtue; and  

• mox,    Liberation.  

  

 A civilized life aspires to cultivate all four of these in balance.  Most lives do not.  

For example, modern life tends to give emphasis to the first and lowest of these aims, 

k|m,  sensory enjoyment.  The result of this unbalanced and short-sighted pursuit of 

personal pleasure is necessarily misery, violence and exhaustion.  

  

 It is indeed important that the senses are fed with clean impressions and this is the 

proper realm of  k|m,  but sensory desires should be under control and not interfere 

with the higher functions of  pu®w|†R.  
  

 pu®w|†R 's  second aspect is  a†R,  economic prosperity and wealth.  This too has its 

legitimate place, but should always be subservient to higher aims.  a†R, wealth or means, 

gives power and ability and is of much practical use and advantage in the world, hence 

the expression, 'a man of means'.  

  

 Thirdly, and much more importantly, is  mR,  virtue, justice, religion.  This is 

obedience to the fine laws of the universe, the laws set forth in all great scriptures.  In 

many of the noble traditions of mankind these are called 'the Laws of God'.  They are 

the rules of the game, of the great drama.  
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 The word  mR  derives from the  |tu  Å  which carries the sense of 'uplifting and 

supporting'.  It is by obedience to  mR  that society is upheld and thrives in mutual 

cohesion.  It is by obedience to the  mR  of his own nature that Man is lifted above the 

beasts.  As well as being the foundation of civilized society,  mR  is also the system by 

which one is rewarded for virtuous deeds and pays for actions which are selfish or 

vicious.  

  

 When a firm devotion to  mR  is established, then the lower aspects of  k|m and  

a†R  take their proper places.  This ensures a happy, useful and fruitful life in the world.  

  

 Fourthly, transcending the other three aspects of  pu®w|†R,  is  mox, liberation.  mox  

is the breaking out of the being from all confinements, even that of the human form.  

Unity is re-established with the one Self of all.  This immortal and limitless state is final, 

permanent and untouched by all sorrow or fear.  

  

 It is mainly with  mR,  a virtuous life, that the rest of this final part of the course 

will be concerned, but it should be understood that, ultimately,  mR  is only a stepping 

stone to  mox.    It is nonetheless a necessary stepping stone, for  mox  requires the 

clarity of mind and purity of heart that only a virtuous life can provide.  
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IGCSE Vocabulary Seventeen 
 

Nouns: 

k|r~m\  cause, reason 

du:˚m\ sorrow 

dez: place, country 

ew:  hatred 

|tÅ (m) creator 

nms\ a bow 

pTnI wife 

vS]m\ garment 

zYy| bed 

 

Adjectives: 

a|kul) distressed 

n )  ruined, destroyed 

s,tu ) contented 

sm)  same, equal 

 

 

Verbs: 

¨v|c he said (perfect of vc\) 
 

Other words: 

aym\  this (m) 

aho O my! 

a|Tmn: his/her/one’s own 

îym\  this (f) 

dz  ten 

yt\(n) y:(m) y|(f) who, which 
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
The Bhagavadgi ataa 

Chapter 9 v 17 

 
ipt|hmSy jgto m|t| =|t| ipt|mh: « 
veƒ" piv]mo¤|r AKs|m yjurev c » 
 
ipt| « ahm\ « aSy « jgt: « m|t| « =|t| « ipt|mh: « 
veƒm\ « piv]m\ « aom\-k|r: « Ak\, s|m, yjus\ « év « c » 
 
‘I am the Father of this universe, its Mother, the Creator and Grandfather;  I am what 

should be known, the Purifier, the sound ‘&,’ and also the three Vedas, Rrg, Sa aman and 

Yajus.’ 

 

 

Chapter 9 v 27 

 
yTkroix ydZn|is yJjuhoix dd|is yt\ « 
y.pSyis kONtey tTku®Xv mdpR-m\ » 
 
yt\ « kroix « yt\ « aZn|is « yt\ « juhoix « dd|is « yt\ « 
yt\ « tpSyis « kONtey « tt\ « ku®Xv « md\-apR-m\ » 
 

‘Whatsoever you do, whatsoever you eat, whatsoever you offer in sacrifice, whatsoever you give, 

whatsoever you perform as an austerity, that, O Arjuna (son of Kunti), do as an offering to Me.’ 
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Chapter 9 v 34 

 
mNmn| #v m‡Ço mƒ|jI m|" nmSku® « 
m|mevEXyis yuKTvEvm|Tm|n" mTpr|y-: »  
 

md\-mn|: « #v « md\-#Ç: « md\-y|jI « m|m\ « nmSku® « 
m|m\ « év « éXyis « yuKTv| « évm\ « a|Tm|nm\ « md\-pr|y-: » 

‘Fix your mind on Me, be devoted to Me, sacrifice to Me, bow down to Me.  Thus united, with Me as 

your supreme goal, you will reach Me, your own Self.’ 

 

Chapter 10 v 20 

 
ahm|Tm| guw|kez svR#Ut|zyiS@|t: « 
ahm|idZc m+y" c #Ut|n|mNt év c » 
 
ahm\ « a|Tm| « guw|- kez « svR-#Ut-a|zy-iS@|t: « 
ahm\ « a|id: « c « m+ym\ « c « #Ut|n|m\ « aNt: « év « c » 

‘I am the Self, O Arjuna (Guddaakesza), seated in the heart of all beings;  I am the beginning,  the 

middle, and, indeed, the end of all beings.’ 
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Chapter 12  v 13, 14 

 
aèeXq| svR#Ut|n|" mE]: k®- év c « 
inmRmo inrh¤|r: smdu:,su,: ámI » 
s"tuXq: stt" yogI yt|Tm| dºWinZcy: « 
mYyipRtmnobuiåyoR m†Ç: s me ip/y: » 
 
aèeXq| « svR-#Ut|n|m\ « mE]: « k®-: « év « c « 
inmRm: « inrh¤|r: « sm-du:,-su,: « ámI » 
sNtuXq: « sttm\ « yogI « yt-a|Tm| « dºW-inZcy: « 
miy « aipRt-mns\-buiå: « y: « md\- #Ç: « s: « me « ip/y: » 

‘He who hates no single being, who is friendly and compassionate to all, who is free from attachment 

and egoism, to whom pain and pleasure are equal, who is enduring, ever content and balanced in 

mind, self-controlled, and possessed of firm conviction, whose thought and reason are directed to 

Me, he who is (thus) devoted to Me is dear to Me.’ 

 

 

 

Chapter 14  v 5 

 
s>v" rjStm £it gu-|: p/;its,#v|: « 
inb+niNt mh|b|ho dehe deihnmVyym\ » 
 
s>vm\ « rjs\ « tms\ « £it « gu-|: « p/;it-s,#v|: « 
inb+niNt « mh|-b|h: « dehe « deihnm\ « aVyym\ » 
 
‘Goodness, activity, inertia: these qualities, O you of mighty arms, born of Nature, 

bind the imperishable embodied (Self) in the body.’ 
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Chapter 18  v 54 

 
b/ì#Ut: p/sNn|Tm| n zocit n k|$\áit « 
sm: svRexu #Utexu m‡iÇ" l#te pr|m\ » 
 

b/ì-#Ut: « p/sNn-a|Tm| « n « zocit « n « k|$\áit « 
sm: « svRexu « #Utexu « md\-#iÇm\ « l#te « pr|m\ » 

‘Becoming Brahman (Infinite Spirit), his heart serene, he neither grieves nor desires, and is the same 

to all beings; he attains supreme devotion to Me.’ 

 

 

 

Chapter 18  v 73 

 

ajRun øv|c« 
Arjuna said: 

 

nXqo moh: SmºitlRB=| TvTp/s|d|Nmy|÷Cyut « 
iS@|to÷iSm gtsNdeh: kirXye vcn" tv » 
 

nXq: « moh: « Smºit: « lB=| « Tvt\-p/s|d|t\ « my| « aCyut « 
iS@|t: « aiSm « gt-sNdeh: « kirXye « vcnm\ « tv » 

‘Destroyed is my delusion, my memory is regained through your grace, O Krwswnwa (Acyuta) .  I am 

firm, my doubts gone.  I shall perform your word.’ 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
VARN -A AND A ASZRAMA 
 

v~R  
  
 The life of  mR,  the virtuous life, is set forth in the  mnuSmÅit,  the laws of the sage 

mnu.  Therein is given the teaching of the four  v~Rs,  the four types, or castes, of men.  

  

• First is the  b/|˜~,  the wise and learned priest and teacher.  

• Second is the  xi]y,  the courageous warrior, king or statesman.  

• Third is the  vEZy,  the merchant, producer or farmer.  

• Fourth is the  zUê,  the servant or labourer.  

  

 The  gv%It|  describes the qualities of each of these types in its final chapter:  

"O  ajRun !  The duties of the spiritual teachers, the soldiers, the traders and the servants, 

have all been fixed according to the dominant gu~  in their nature.  

  

 "Serenity, self-restraint, austerity, purity, forgiveness, as well as uprightness, 

knowledge, wisdom, and faith in God  –  these constitute the duty of a spiritual teacher 

(b/|˜~).  

  

 "Valour, glory, firmness, skill, generosity, steadiness in battle, and ability to rule  –  

these constitute the duty of a  xi]y.  They flow from his own nature.  

  

 "Agriculture, protection of the cow and trade, are the duty of a  vEZy;  again in 

accordance with his nature.  The duty of a zUê is to serve, and that too agrees with his 

nature.  

  

 "Perfection is attained when each attends diligently to his duty."  
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 Thus, these divisions of men are dictated by the nature of those men.  This nature, 

function and destiny, when dedicated to the highest, becomes a path of liberation.  

  

 This fourfold division of mankind is reflected in the ideal society envisaged in 

Plato's 'Republic'  and also in the feudal society of medieval Europe with its categories 

of Church, Nobility, Merchants and Serfs.  Each society will reflect or distort this 

natural organisation of functions to its corresponding advantage or disadvantage.  

  

a|Ím  
  
 mnu  also sets out the four stages of a civilized life.  These, strangely enough, are 

called  a|Ím  (the same word that means 'hermitage').  

  

 The first stage, or  a|Ím,  is  b/̃ c|irn\.   This is the stage of the student.  The  

b/̃ c|irn\  lives a chaste life serving his teacher and learning the ancient wisdom in 

preparation for the challenges that life will present in the later stages.  

 

 The second stage is that of the  gÅhS†,  the householder.  In this stage he plays a 

full part in raising a family and supporting his fellow beings.  

  

 When the day comes that he sees his first grandchild, then he is ready to move on 

to the third stage, of  v|nfS†,  forest-dweller.  This is where he leaves his home and 

dependants and takes to a single life in the forest, sometimes accompanied by his wife, 

sometimes as part of a group of disciples under a master.  Here he studies and reflects 

deeply upon the scriptural wisdom and practices austerities ( tps\ ) and meditation 

(Îy|n).  

  

 Finally, even this stage is abandoned and the life of  sNNy|isn\  is entered.  sNNy|s  

means complete renunciation and is a life of solitary wandering, eating only what food is 

offered freely by others.  The mind of the  sNNy|isn\ is free from all concern and dwells 

ever on the timeless wisdom of the ¨pinwd\s.   He reflects uninterruptedly upon their 
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great statements regarding the true nature of the Self.  Such a man, free of all social and 

bodily ties, gradually redeems all his faults and becomes inwardly fixed on the truth.  

  

 Sometimes a person sufficiently strong in character and purpose may take to the 

forest-dwelling or  sNNy|isn\  stages straight after the stage of studentship, thereby by-

passing the householder stage.  

  

*     *     *     *     * 

  

 The remainder of this part of the course gives an account of some of the disciplines 

and qualities cultivated in all these stages of life.  
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IGCSE SET TEXT 
THE Priest AND HIS JAR 

 

 

1. aiSt devIko’ngre devzmR| n|m b/|ì-: « 2. ten 

 

ivxuvTs"Æ|NtO sÇupU-Rzr|v: p/|Pt: « 3. ttStm|d|y|sO 

 

#|_wpU-RkuM#k|rm_wipkEkdeze zYy|iniáPtdeh: sn/|]|vicNtyt\ « 

 

4. yƒhimm" sÇuzr|v" ivÆIy dz kpRdk|Np/|Pnoim td| tEirh 

 

smye zr|v|"Stto `q|dInupÆIy iviÆy|nek=| vº̈ E=RnE: pun: 

 

pun: pUgvS]|idkmupÆIy lás"<y|in =n|NyuTp|ƒ ivv|hctuXqy" 

 

kroim « 5. ttSt|su pTnIxu y|i=kÓpvtI tSy|mi=k|nur|g" kroim «  

 

6. anNtr" j|teXyR|StTspTNyo yd| è"è" kuvRiNt td| kop|kulo ÷h" t|:  

 

pTnIlRguweneT@|" t|wy|im « 7. £Tyi#=|yoT@||y ten lguw: iáPt:« 8. at:  
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sÇuzr|vZcUi-Rto #|_w|in c bhUin #gÊ|in « 9. tto  

 

#|_w#ôzBden|gtkuM#k|re- td\dº¢| s b/|ì-iStrS;to  

 

m_wipk|g#R|äihX;t:« 10. ato ÷h" b/vIim «  

 

an|gtvtI" icNt|" ;Tv| yStu p/HXyit « 

 

s itrSk|rm|pÊoit #gÊ#|_wo ièjo y@|| » 
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
SACRIFICE AND DISCIPLINE 
 

yD  (Sacrifice)  

  

 The principle of  yD,  sacrifice, is subtle but present in all traditional cultures.  In 

fact, all our actions, whether we know it or not, are sacrificed, dedicated, to some 

universal power, whether it be anger, wisdom, greed, the good of all, or something else.  

  

 The  veds  and other scriptures lay down the practice of complicated rituals 

involving altars, oblations in fire, and sacred chants.  We know little, in our culture, 

about such forms of sacrifice.  The  mh| |rt  tells of the great  aZvme  sacrifice, the 

horse-sacrifice, and there are many others involving enormous expense, special priests 

and manifold conditions.  More suitable to people nowadays are the  p=mh|yDs,  the 

'Five Great Sacrifices', spoken of in mnuSmÅit.  

  

(1) devyD Sacrifice, or worship, for the divine and its powers, often through songs of 

praise.  

(2) AiwyD  Sacrifice and honour for the sages, through study and recitation of their 

words and scriptures.  

(3) iptÅyD  Sacrifice and respect to the fathers, our ancestors and instigators of our 

families, nation and traditions.  

(4) mnuWyyD Sacrifice for mankind.  This is through hospitality, the setting up of 

hospitals, schools and other charitable foundations of benefit and uplift to men.  

(5) UtyD The sacrifice to the lower beings, which is through care and protection of the 

animals, birds and plant kingdom, etc..  

  

 All these practices should be carried out on a regular basis in recognition of the 

debts owed in these five realms or in expiation of disrespect or harm caused, knowingly 

or unknowingly, to any beings of these five types.  
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tps\  (Discipline)  

  

 Like  yD,  there are many forms of  tps\  for different purposes mentioned in the 

scriptures and epics.   tps\,  from the  |tu  tp\  having the sense of burning, has to do 

with burning brightly and purifying.  According to the purpose of the  tps\,  sometimes 

great suffering has to be undergone to release certain powers.  
  

 One definition of  tps\  is the unswerving performance of one's duty in the face of 

pleasure, pain, like and dislike, and other pairs of opposites in this world.  
 

 Another description is found in the 17th chapter of the  gv%It|,  where the  tps\  
or spiritual discipline related to body, speech and mind is set out by the Lord  ÍI  ÃW~.  
 

 "Worship of God and the Master;  respect for the preacher and the philosopher;  

purity, rectitude, continence and harmlessness – all this is  tps\  of the body.  
  

 "Speech that hurts no one, that is true, is pleasant to listen to and beneficial, and 

the constant study of the scriptures  –  this is tps\  of speech.  
  

 "Serenity, kindness, silence, self-control and purity  –  this is tps\  of mind.  
  

 "These threefold austerities performed with faith, and without thought of reward, 

may truly be accounted  s|i>vk.  
  

 "tps\  coupled with hypocrisy or performed for the sake of self-glorification, 

popularity or vanity, comes from  rjs\  and its result is always doubtful and temporary.  
  

 "tps\  done under delusion, and accompanied with sorcery or torture to oneself or 

another, may be assumed to spring from tms\."  
  

 The  mh| |rt  says that "the highest  tps\  consists of one-pointedness of mind 

and senses"  [ mnsZceiNêy|~|, c ék|g/¥, prm, tp: »  z|) 250:4 ].  

  

*     *     *     *     * 
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Virtues  
  

 Most of the great scriptures give a list of the virtues to be cultivated by a civilized 

man.  Some also give a list of vices to be avoided.  The following brief verse from the  

mnuSmÅit  lists five virtues that all human beings should hold to:  

  

aih,s| sTymStey, zOcimiNêying/h: «  
ét, s|m|iskã mì c|tuvR̂ yeRåb/vINmnu; » (10:63)   

 

"Manu pronounced that duty ( mR ) of the four classes of men is summarised thus:  

1)  aih,s| »             Harmlessness of thought, speech and action;  

2)  sTym\ »              Speech which is unfailingly truthful;  

3)  aSteym\ »           Abstention from theft;  

4)  zOcm\ »              Cleanliness;  

5)  îiNêy–ing/h; »   Control of the senses."  

  

 A fuller list of virtues that lead to  mox,  liberation, is given in Chapter 16 of the  

gv%It|.  
  

 "Lord  ÍI  ÃW~  said:  'Fearlessness, clean living, unceasing concentration on 

wisdom, readiness to give, self-control, a spirit of sacrifice, regular study of the 

scriptures,  tps\,  candour,  

  

 'Harmlessness, truth, absence of wrath, renunciation, contentment, 

straightforwardness, compassion towards all, uncovetousness, courtesy, modesty, 

constancy,  

  

'Valour, forgiveness, fortitude, purity, freedom from hate and vanity;  these are his who 

possesses the Godly Qualities, O ajRun !  

  

 'Hypocrisy, pride, insolence, cruelty, ignorance, belong to him who is born of the 
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godless qualities.  

  

 'Godly qualities lead to liberation;  godless to bondage.' "  

  

 Notable among these godly qualities (apart from those explained earlier) are:  

  

a ym\ »  Fearlessness;  

d|nm\ »  Generosity;  

dm; »   Control of mind, senses, speech and body;  

Sv|Îy|y; »  Regular study and recitation of the scriptures;  

aFo ; »  Absence of anger;  

z|iNt; »  Peace, stillness and contentment;  

dy| »   Compassion for all.  

 

 The great  s,SÃt  epics, the  r|m|y~  and  mh| |rt,  present stories of great men 

and women who demonstrate these virtues and defeat those under the thrall of vice.  In 

these works is set forth a vision of perfection in the life of man unequalled in richness, 

coherence and clarity by any other literature in the world.  

  

*     *     *     *     * 

  

 The scriptures are set forth to inspire all men towards perfection.  To this end we 

find the following account in the  tEi.rIyopinwd\,  giving the instructions to one leaving 

the student stage,  b/˜c|irn\,  to become a householder,  gÅhS†.  

  

 "After teaching the  veds,  the Teacher says to his pupil:  

  

 'Speak the truth ( sTy,  vd ).  Do what is right ( mì cr ).  Do not neglect your 

study of the scriptures ( Sv|Îy|y ).  

  

 'Having presented the teacher with something pleasing and of worth, continue the 
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line of your family.  

  

 'Do not swerve from the Truth.  Do not swerve from duty  ( mR ).  Neglect not 

your welfare or prosperity.  

  

 'Always learn and teach.  Forget not to perform your dues to God and the 

Fathers.  

  

 'Let your mother be a goddess, your father a god, your teacher a god and your 

guest also.  

  

 'Perform blameless deeds and no other.  Copy our good deeds only and no other 

sort.  

  

 'Welcome men greater than us, give them hospitality.  Give with faith;  if you lack 

faith, give nothing.  Give in proportion to your means.  Give with courtesy.  Give as the 

God-fearing give.  Give with kindness and understanding.  

 

'If you do not know what to do in some particular case or in your general conduct, 

behave as, in like circumstance, would the Holy ones of your time, those who are 

discriminating, experienced, independent-minded, benign and lovers of justice  ( mR );  

and to those of whom ill is spoken behave as would the holy ones, discriminating, 

experienced, independent-minded, benign and lovers of justice.  

  

 'This is the rule;  this the teaching.  This is the secret wisdom of the  ved.  

 'This is the commandment.  This is to be thought on and this indeed is to be 

performed.' "  
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EPIC CIVILISATION 
 
OVERVIEW OF SECTION FIVE 

 

s{D|  
  

Puruswaarthahh ( pu®w|†R; ) The aspiration and purpose of human life.  This has four 

aspects:  k|m, sensual enjoyment;  a†R, wealth;  mR, virtue;  and  mox, Liberation.  

  

Kaamahh ( k|m; )  Desire and sensual enjoyment.  

  

Arthahh ( a†R; )   Wealth, prosperity.  

  

Varn-ahh ( v~R; )  Class or caste of men.  These are four main divisions:  

  

Braahman-ahh ( b/|˜~; ) The class of learned priests and teachers.  

  

Kswatriyahh ( xi]y; )  The class of courageous warriors, kings and statesmen.  

  

Vaiszyahh ( vEZy; )  The class of merchants, producers and farmers.  

  

SZuudrahh ( zUê; )  The class of servants and labourers.  

  

A Aszramahh ( a|Ím )   A stage in life.  There are four main divisions:  

  

Brahmacaarin ( b/̃ c|irn\ ) The student stage of chastity, study and obedience.  

  

Gr rhastahh ( gÅhS†; )  The householder stage.  

  

Vaanaprasthahh ( v|nfS†; ) The forest-dweller stage.  
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Sannya asin ( sNNy|isn\ ) The stage of complete renunciation as a wandering mendicant.  

  

Dhyaanam ( Îy|nm\ ) Meditation.  

 

Yajn[ahh ( yD; )  Sacrifice.  This can be a complicated ritual or dedicated action, such 

as the   p=mh|yDs  to the dev,  the divine;   Aiws,  the sages;   iptÅs,  the  fathers;   

mnuWys,  men;  or  Uts,  the lower beings.  

  

Tapas ( tps\ )   Disciplined action that purifies and enhances energy.  

  

Ahim-saa ( aih,s| )  Harmlessness of thought, speech and action.  

  

Satyam ( sTym\ )  Unfailing truthfulness in speech.  

  

Asteyam ( aSteym\ ) Abstention from theft.  

  

SZaucam ( zOcm\ )  Cleanliness.  

  

Abhayam ( a ym\ ) Fearlessness.  

  

Daanam ( d|nm\ )  Generosity.  

  

Damahh ( dm; )   Control of mind, speech, senses and body.  

  

Sva adhya ayahh ( Sv|Îy|y; ) Regular study of the scriptures.  

  

Akrodhahh ( aFo ; ) Absence of anger.  

  

SZa antihh ( z|iNt; )  Peace.  

  

Dayaa ( dy| )   Compassion.  
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YEAR 9 HITOPADES ZA STORIES: 

THE HERMIT AND THE MOUSE THAT WAS CHANGED TO A TIGER 

 

1.aiSt gOtm|r_ye mh|tp| n|m muin:« 2. ten|%ms"in=|ne mUixkz|vk:  
 
k|kmu,|d\#/Xqo dºXq:« 3. tto dy|lun| ten muinn| nIv|rk~E: s s"vi=Rt:«  
 
4. t" c mUixk" ,|idtumnu=|viNbw|lo muinn| dºXq:« 5. pZc|.p:p/#|v|.en muinn|  
 
mUixko bilXQo ibw|l: ;t:« 6. s ibw|l: kuKkur|iä#eit « 7. tto÷sO  
 
kuKkur: ;t:« 8. kuKkurSy Vy|`/|Nmh‡ym\ « 9. tdnNtr" s Vy| /̀: ;t:«  
 
10. a@| Vy| /̀mip t" mUixkinivRzex" pZyit muin:« 11. at: svRe t]S@||  
 
jn|St" Vy|`/" dº¢| vdiNt « 12. anen muinn| mUixko÷y" Vy|`/t|" nIt:« 
 
13.  étC¡/uTv| s Vy|`/: sVy@|o÷icNtyt\ « 14. y|vdnen muinn| jIivtVy"  
 
t|vidd" mm SvÓp|<y|nmkIitRkr" n pl|iyXyte « 15. £it sm|loCy muin" hNtu"  
 
smuƒt:« 16. tto muinn| tSy ickIixRt" D|Tv| punmRUixko #veTyuü| mUixk év  
 
;t:« 17. ato÷h" b/vIim « 
 

18.  nIc: Zl|¬ypd" p/|Py Sv|imn" loPtuimC¡it « 
 

mUixko Vy| /̀t|" p/|Py muin" hNtu" gto y@|| » 
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THE ASS IN THE TIGER SKIN 

 

1. aiSt hiStn|pure kpURrivl|so n|m rjk:« 2. tSy  
 

gdR#o÷it#|rv|hn|àubRlo mumUxRuirv|#vt\« 3. ttSten rjken|sO  

 

VY|| /̀cmR-| p/C¡|ƒ|r_ysmIpe sSyáe]e moict:« 4. tto dUr|dvloKy  

 

Vy| /̀buåμ| áe]pty: sTvr" pl|yNte « 5. s c su,en sSy" crit«  

 

6. a@|Ekd| ken|ip sSyráke- =UsrkMbl;ttnu]|-en =nuXk|_w"  

 

sJjI;Ty|vntk|yenEk|Nte iS@|tm\« 7. t" c dUre dº¢| gdR#: puXq|ôo   

 

gdR#Iyimit mTv| zBd" kuvR|-Stdi#mu," =|ivt:« 8. ttSten  

 

sSyráke- gdR#o÷yimit D|Tv| lIlyEv Vy|p|idt:« 9. ato÷h"  

 

b/vIim« 
suicr" ih crNmOn" %ey: pZyTybuiåm|n\ « 

 

èIipcmRpirC¡Nno v|Gdox|ÌdR#o ht: » 

 

 


